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ABSTRACn'

Powerem/ssionbyfos_ protium(i.e.,pmu_ sad/oralphapmictes)_ tokamakplums in
their ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRP)and attheirspin-flip resonaece fi_quency is

calculated for some specific model fusion product velocity-space distribution functions. The

backgroundplasmaofsaydeu_=ium(D)isassumedtobein equilierinm(ornonequilibrium)with
a Maxwellian distribution both for the e_ and ions (with a possible tempemn_ anisow_y

and drift velocity for the D ions). The fusion preduct velocity distributio_ analyzed here are:

- (1) A mmoenergetic velocity space ring dis_bufion. (2) A monc_efl_tic _ velocity space

spherical shell distribution.(3) An tnisoeropic MaxwelUan dislributkm with Tj. t, Til and with

. appreciable drift velocity along the confining magnetic field. Single "dressed" test particle

sponmneons emission calculations are presented fn_t and the radiation temperatml for ion

cyclomm emission (ICE) is analyzed both for black-body _ and noeequih'brium conditions.

Thresholdsforinsutbilityandovermbifity(i.e.,nel_iverad/atimtempmmm)eruditionsarethen
and qnm_tln_ar al_ _ theoria of the e_8_etif ion cyclou_ modes are

discussed.Dirdn__ombetweea"kineticorcausalinmbih""ues"and"hydrod_ instabilities"
are drawn and some numerical esfimaws are presented for typical tokamak parameten.

Semiquantitative zemarks are offered on wave _bility, mode conversion, and parametric

decay instabilities u possible º,i,m, for spatially localized ICE Cakulafions are carried out

bothfork,=0 forI_,, 0. Theera:ts of thetemp=ammanisotropy(i.e..Tj.,, Tl0andlarge
eh-ifrvelocitiesin thepa-alkldingo, arealtoexamined.Fually.protmspin-flipresonance
emissionandsheer'pCmcalculationsareaimlm=earedbothfor_ eqeitibriumconditions
andforan"inverted"pol_dafio,ofrates. Themedmdofanalysisis thefamiliar_ eqeatim

• approach" of nonequilibrium quantum statisd_l mechanic_, based on the Einstein A and B

¢ceffi_enls and the principle of detailed l_ce. Reasonably good _t is obtained between

. ._eoryandex_n_

llml_lll,,_I I II



I. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative measurements of ion cyclotron emission (ICE) from energetic ions produced by

fusion reactions or neutral beam injection promises to be a useful diagnostic on large tokamak

devices that are entering the reactor regime of operation. Indeed, the mere qualitative observation
,m

of thermal or superthermalradiation in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) provides, in

principle, a method for detecting and studying these energetic charged particlesin magneticfusion

experiments. Historically, such ICE was first reported by the TFR Group! during neutral beam

injection experiments. Somewhat slmi]_ ICE was also observed from neutral beam injected PDX

discharges. 2 However, the f'u-stobservation of ICE from fusion products came from JET

plasmas. 3,4 Subsequently, ICE from fusion prcxlucts has been reported from TFIR discharges. 5

These fusion products of the primary DD reaction axe given by

3He(0.82 Mev) + n(2.5 MeV)D + D = T(1.0 MeV) + p(3.0 MeV ) ' (1)

and the secondary reactions are given by

3He + D = p(14.7 MeV) + 4He(3.7 MeV) , (2)

T + D = 4He(3.6 MeV) + n(14.7 MeV) . (2a)

There are experimental differences, both qualitative and quantitative, between the features of

ICE observed in different tokamaks. These variations may be related to the different experimental

configtnations employed. The JET experiment uses an ICRF heating antenna as a receiver and this

antenna is located at the outer midplane and has significant poloidal and toroidal extent. The TFTR

and PDX experiments have used small magnetic probes to detect ICE. These probes have been

located both at the outer (TtqR) and inner (PDX) midplane and, more recently, near the top and

bottom of the vacuum vessel (TFTR). In general, results from PDX and TFTR experiments are

similar to each other but differ in certain respects from the JET results.

Experiments during neutral _ injection in PDX, TFR, JET, and TFTRI-5 have all revealed

an emission spectrum that includes intense (i.e., 104 times the background level), regularly spaced
O

peaks whose narrowness (Aw/(o << ap/Rp) implies a spatially localized origin (since the ion

cyclotron frequency for an ionic species' of charge q8 and mass MB in the tokamak B-field is

a_cl3= ql;B/M_c _ R'I). Here, Rp and ap are the plasma major and minor radius, respectively.

Emission is seen at approximately nO3cl3-E,where n is a positive integer and 03c6-Eis the cyclotron



frequency for the ionic species B,evaluated at the outer (low-field) plasma edge on the midplane

(i.e., at R -- Rp + ap). In PDX and TYIR with different injected and background species, B is

" determined to be the injected species; however, explanation of data L-om JET experiments requires

Bto be background species. Reported widths of the peaks also differ:, h_PDX and TZIR, A_c0 is

• typically of the order of 0.005; in the JET Experiment, A_c0 is of the order of 0.05.

Ion cyclotron emission from ohmic discharges in deuterium has been observed in ET3,4 and

TFTR.5 In the YETexperiment, this emission consists of a series of harmonically related peaks, as

in the beam injection case, occuring near nO)cd.E(where (Ocd-eis the deuteron cyclotron frequency

at the outer low-field plasma edge on the midplane). Note that o_.E = ok:u-E, where O_cc_-Eis the

corresponding alpha particle cyclotron frequency at the same location. Typical peak widths are

broader than in the beam injection case: Ao)lm- 0.1. In contrast, ohmic ICE in the TFTR

experiment consists of a sequence of peaks at frequencies (n + 1/'2)0_-p.e,with peak widths also of

the order of &co/co- 0.1 (i.e., broader than the beam injection c_*_eby a factor of about 20).

Here, c_p-E = 2med-Eis the proton cyclotron frequency at the outer low-field plasma edge on the

midplane. In addition, both experiments show considerably less intense ICE in the absence of

beam injection.

Recent observation of inverted ICE sawtooth oscillations 6 which coincide with the arrival of

the sawtooth heat pulse in the edge plasma in JET give further support to the edge t,_calization of

the emission. These experimental observations suggest that the charged fusion products provide

the free energy to generate the ICE, and these fusion products are apparently localized in the outer,

low B-field side plasma edge region of the tokamak discharges.

In TFFR, an additional feature in the frequency-power spectrum of the ICE signal is observed

in high power neutral beam injected discharges. 7 When deuterium neutral beams are injected into a

deuterium background plasma, the main sequence of ICE harmonic peaks (occuring at ncOcd.E)is

accompanied by a broader, background continuum component of the spectrum that begins around

the fifth harmonic of c0_i-E. This "background emission" exists roughly over the frequency range

for which the proton spin-flip resonance is within the plasma. (Note that the proton g factor is

equal to 5.59, so the fifth harmonic of ¢Ocd-Eis near the frequency at which the proton spin-flip

resonance is at the outer plasma edge). A _ectrum from TFTR that includes these features is

shown in Fig. I.
b

The amplitude of a single ICE peak (n = 2) in JET was found to be proportional to the
.t

measured fusion DD reaction rate (based on 2.5 MeV neutron fluxes) over three orders ofts

magnitude in signal intensity 4 (i.e., 10-12 < ICE power PICE< 10-9 W for 1010 < total DD



reaction rate <_1013 sec'l), supporting a fusion product origin for the emission. Indeed, very

recent measurements in JET during DD and DT experiments have shown a linear correlation

between ICE power PICE and the total neutron flux extending over six orders in magnitude 4 (i.e.,

10 "11 < PICE < 10"5 W for 1012 < total neutron source rate <_.1018 see'l); the best fitting

reladon is PICE*" (neutron flux) 0"9. Further, by keeping the neutral beam power constant and

comparing the n - 2 PICE from plasmas dominated by DT fusion reactions with the corresponding

plasmas dominated by the DD fusion reactions, these very recent JET experiments showed that the

ICE signal is related to fusion products, not beam particles. Also, the ICE intensity is anti-

correlated with large amplitude edge-localized modes (EI2ds); suggesting that the large ELMs

terminate the ICE by expelling the fast ions, thereby temporarily extinguishing the source. In both

DD and DT plasmas, the ICE emission lines near co = no_cd.E each show a fmc structure for

n < 7, being split into a doublet with A0_/0_- 0.06. For n > 7, the lines merge into a

continuum, possibly related to the "broadband background spin-flip emission" feature observed in

TFTR.

In TFTR, however, the amplitude of the n = 2 ICE peak during beam injection does not

follow the neutron flux (as observed within a single shot). However, the broadband background

continuum component of the spectrum discussed above (between ICE peaks) does follow the time

evolution of the neutron flux, over about 2.5 orders of magnitude, with a delay of about 100 msee.

This delay was observed to be similar to the growth dme for DD fusion products. 7 In a recent JET

experiment, where the background continuum emission was not observed, the signal obtained by

integrating the entire recorded ICE spectrum (over many harmonies) had a time evolution that

similarly followed the neutron flux with a time delay which is approximately equal to the growth

time of the fusion product population.

lt is the aim of this paper to examine ali the direct emission processes taat can account

quantitatively for the observed emission from the fusion product protons and alpha particles in

tokamak plasmas in their ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) and at the proton spin-flip

resonance frequency. We obtain closed form analytic expressions for such direct emissions.

These direct emissions include both the single "dressed" test particle spontaneous emission and the

collective many-body emission from systems at thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e., black-body

emission) and also from unstable nonequilibrium systems (i.e., the cyclotron harmonic and spin-

flip laser and maser emission). Indirect emission processes such as those due to mode-

transformation and/or mode-conversion,,and those due to the parametric decay instabilities, are

discussed only qualitatively. For example, according to Stix8 one may conceive of the excitation

of electrostatic ion Berstein waves (ESIBW) and subsequent mode-conversion into the transverse
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electromagneticioncyclotronharmonicwavesattheresonanceand/orcut-offlayernearthelower

i hybridfrequencyCOLH,whereCOLHisgivenby_ = [(0)2+ ¢-02i)"I+ (cociO_,.e)'l].Here,¢0ci,foce,

" and copiaretheioncyclotron,electroncycloa,'on,andtheionplasmafrequencies,respectively.

Most oftheexistingmode conversioncalculations8,9nearthelower(¢aLH)andtheupper(COUH)

. hybrid resonance frequencies are, at best, semiquantitative in nature. Here _ = c0c2 + _ and

COpeis the electron plasma frequency. Calculations of the coefficients of transmission and

:: reflection at mode conversion, based on the continuity connections at the joints of piecewise

solutions of the inhomogeneous plasma-wave equation on either side of the mode conversion

layer, are extremely difficult to carry out exactly. However, such a mode-conversion theory has

the attractive feature of the spatial localizability of the emission in the close neighborhood of this

_" resonanceand/orcut-offlayer.Indeed,arguingfrom Stix'sanalysis,80no has recently

suggestedI0sucha mode-conversionemissionasa possibleexplanationofthelocalizationof

observedICE onthelowB-fieldsideedgeofthetokamakplasma.

A somewhatsimilaranomalouselectroncyclotronemission(ECE)ofupto25harmonicswas

- reported in the early literature by Landauer I1 and other investigators. 12 The amplitudes of the

successive harmonics, although they are decreasing, are of the same order of magnitude. But

theseamplitudesareseveralordersofmagnitudegreaterthanthosecalculatedforawarm plasma

witha MaxweUiandistributionofelectronvelocities.Proposedexplanations13oftheseanomalous

" ECE results have included sheath phenomena, inhomogeneous electric fields, distorted

nonequilibrium velocity distribution functions, coupling of electrostatic to electromagnetic

oscillations \da Stix's theory of mode conversion, 8 and gradients in density and magnetic field.

However at present, fully satisfactory theoretical explanations of these anomalous ECE results do

not exist. Indeed, the ICE problem under study here is closely similar to the familiar Landauer

problem,tI

Withthiscomplexityinmind,we examineICE andalsospin-flipemissionproblemsusingthe

well-known"masterequationapproach"ofnonequilibriumquantumstatisticalmechanics,based

on the Einstein A and B coefficients and the principle of detailed balance. 14 In SOC.II, we examine

the theory of spontaneous emission from "dressed" test particles. Section III 'addresses the

linearized theory of the radiative steady state. In Sec. IV, we derive and outline the necessary and

sufficient conditions for radiative instability or overstability. Section V discusses quasilinear and

. nonlinear theories of the radiative steady state. In Sec. VI, we make some general comments on

instabilities relating to the distinctions between the "kinetic or causal instabilities" and the

. "hydrodynamicinstabilities."SectionVIIofferssome numericalestimatesfortypicaltokamak

parameters.InallcasesofSccs.H-VII,we examinenotonlytheioncyclotronharmonicemission



and absorption but also the fusion productprotons'spin-flipemission and absorption. Section

VM, offers some brief qualitative and serniquantitative ._marks on wave accessibility, mode

conversion and parametricdecay instability. Finally, Sec. IX contains our conclusions and

summary. We believe that the ratherextensive and comprehensiveanalysis in conjunctionwith
some discussionsof relevantside issues presented here not only will be of pedagogical interest(as

it is a particle-orbitanalysis basedon Einstein A and B coefficients for the fundamentalemission

and absorptionprocesses) but also will serve as a first step towards a full understandingof the

observedICE andspin-flipemission in tok,n_k_.

II. THEORY OF SPONTANEOUSEMISSION

In this section we firstexamine the spontaneouscyclotronemission both from the background

deuterium plasma ions and the fusion productprotonsand/oralphaparticles, and second we then
examine the spontaneousspin-flipresonance emission fromprotons.

A. Cyclotron Emission

We considerthe cyclotronemissionof a particleof chargeqi and mass Mi in a staticmagnetic

field B = Biz. Let A(m) be the Einstein's (quantum mechanical) spontaneous emission

probabilitycoefficient for the emission of a photon of frequency co- m00ciand wave vector k,

where c0ci= qiB/Mic is the particle'scyclotron frequency. Then, it shownelsewhere15"18that[in
thethe classicPllimit]T_A(m)is given by

= (4_2q_IIvj. Jm(_.i)]2 _(_-m00ci-I_,v,,) (3)TIA(,m) _L3C001

foremission of theextraordinary(X) modenearthem-rhharmonic,and

fiACm)= I.4_:2 3.i 8(00- mr_ - lq,v,,) (4)
_L3C001 sm 0

for emission of the ordinary(O) mode near the m-th harmonic,where _,i= k±V.L/00ci,Jm(_,)is the

Bessel function of orderna,Jm(_,)- dJm(_,)/d_,= [Jm-l(_,)"Jm+l(_,)]/2, 0 is the angle between

k and B (i.e., cos 0 = lql/k),L3 is the plasma volume under study,and the "dressing" factorl9,20
C = [E* .(1/200) (_/_00) (002Kh).E]/(E*.E)]. Here, Kh is the Hermitian portion of the plasma

dielectric tensor K, E is wave electricfiel_l,and E* is thecomplex conjugate of E. This factorC

takes account of the screening in the usual "dressed test particle" approach. 2 1

For kll << k.t" (i.e., 0 = 7r /2 ), the index of refraction of the background medium



ffi(ck/c0) ffiC 1/2 ffi [(E*'Kh'E)/(E*'E)] 1/2 = [Re(Kyy + K2y/Kxx)] 1/2 for the X-mode, and

= (ck/co) = [(E*'Kh'E)/(E*'E)] 1/2 " (Re Kzz) 1/2 for the O-mode, where Re stands for the

" real part and we have chosen k to be in the x-z plane. For kll >> k± (i.e., 0 = 0),

= (ck/co) = [(E*-Kh'E)/(E*'E)] 1/2 = [Re(Kxx + iKxy)] 1/2, where the plus and minus signs

- correspond to the right and ).eft circular polarizations, respectively. In the O mode result of Eq.

(4), I.t'Xc= co/k= Vphis the phase velocity of the emitted electromagnetic cyclotron harmonic wave

in the background medium. In Eqs. (3) and (4) we have neglected the effects of magnetic

curvature drifts. Since the 5.functions of these equations are a consequence of the energy and

momentum conservation, 18 it is relatively easy to show 22 that taking account of the magnetic

curvature &,,ifts in these equations will result in the replacement of 8(co- mO3ci- lqlVll)by

6(co - mcoci - k, v, -COmcd)where COmcd= k'vmcd = k.t.Vmcd is the magnetic curvature drift

frequency corresponding to the magnetic curvature drift velocity Vmcd. In a subsequent paper we

will examine the magnetic curvature drift effects.
#

For ki ffi k±v±/coci < 1, Jm(ki) = (1/m!)(ki/2) m and Jm (ki) = (1/m!)(m/2)(ki/2) m'l

= (m/ki)Jm(ki). Hence, [J'm+l (ki)/Jm( ki)] = (ki/2m) and [VllJm(7,,i)/v±J_n(ki)] =

[(vlJv±)(kt/m)] = (kt/m) for v± = vu. Thus for kll ffi0, it is readily seen from Eqs. (3) and (4)
" that the ratio of the O mode contribution to the intensity of each emission line near co= mcocito

that of the X mode - (ki/m) 2 = (v±/vpl02; while the ratio of the intensity of the X mode emission

" linesatco-(m + l)cocitothatatco-mO3ciisapproximatelyequalto(_e2m)2 _ (V.L/2Vpl02.That

is,theratiooftheO toX mode contributionstotheintensityofthem-t/I,harmonic- (I/4)theratio

oftheintensitiesofthe(m + I)Ilktothem-IIIharmonics.Further,itshouldbenotedfi'omEq.(4)

thattheO mode emissionlinesnearco- mO3ciwillallshow a finestructure,18beingsplitintoa

doubletwitha minimum around(g'Iccos0)= (Vphcos0)= (o_-mCOci)/ku.Thusfor(v.L/Vph)2

< I,theO mode contributiontoeachoftheICE linesatco_ mcociissmallcomparedtothatofthe

X mode andhencethedouble-humpednature18_23fthe"TrubnikovO mode factor"willbarely

show up asa f'mestructuredoubletsplittingnearthelinecenters.Thisexpectedpictureis

consisteti*,withtheJET observationsmentionedearlier.However,sincethefusionproductICE

occurs in _e background cooler thermal plasma medium, an alternative interpretation 4 is the self

absorption of the ICE Lineby the cooler background medium that have a relatively small Doppler

width. We will see later that such self absorption is only possibl:_ at the fundamc:_ntalfrequency

where the expected optical depth x of the background medium is larger than unity, and for the

higher harmonics such self absorption is impossible since x << 1. The diamagnetic drift frequency

rotation of the plasma occurs only in one direction and these effects do not affect the 5-functions of

" Eqs. (3) and (4). The diamagnetic effects alter the equilibrium distribution function via the guiding



center perpendicular canonical momentum. 22 Consequently, the diamagnetic drift frequency

cannot give rise to such doublet splitting of ICE lines as suggested in Ref. 4.

In Eqs. (3) and (4) we have used the conventional "box normalization" procedure. Hence the

total spontaneous emission probability for the emission of a photon of frequency co= mC0ciis given
w,

by

_m,-_{_ f _f_o_ A(m, , (5)

where d.Q is the element of solid angle. Since _m is the photon energy, the classical coefficient of

spontaneous emission Tl(m) of Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) of Bekefi 16 may be obtained from

Eqs. (3-5) by using the relation

(6)

where the transformation from Bekefi's inks system of units to our Gaussian system of units

requires the replacement eo --* (47t)"1, and d.Q -- 2g sin 0 dO is the element of solid angle. Note

that the Einstein A and B coefficients refer to the q_aantum mechanical transition probability for the

emission of a photon while Bekefi's rl(m) coefficients represent the classical differential rate at

which energy is emitted per anit solid angle per _mit frequency interval, and this difference

accounts for the relations of Eqs. (5) and (6). Hence, from Eqs. (5) and (6), Bekefi's classical

coefficient of spontaneous emission for this test particle is

rl(m)- [L__ faA(m). (7)
_ LTI;C !

If ni is the test particle number density and if (2gvj.) f (v.l.,Vll)= (2XVl.) f.t. (va.) fll (vii) is the

normalized test particle velocity distribution function, then the total spontaneously radiated power

per unit volume of these test particles in a particular harmonic m is given by

at

Here we ha_,c made the reasonable assumption that the emitting test particles (i.e., the fusion ions)

are nonrelativistic so that f(vL,vll) is decomposable 18 as the product fL(v±)fll(Vll). Such a
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decomposition is possible only in a homogeneous plasma model even for the nonrelativistic case. 22

In a subsequent paper we will examine the effects of magnetic curvature and diamagnetic drifts

" where such a decomposition is not possible. In the plasma physics lit-_rature16_24,25 it is well

known that in general it is extremely difficult if not impossible to carry out these calculations

- analytically (i.e., the Bessel function averages over the velocity distribution functions) even with

this decomposition of f(va.,Vll) for arbitrary angle 0. Hence, for simplicity we will now examine

the cases of O = 0, 0 = 0, 0 = _:/2, and 0 = _/2, respectively.

Case 1: 0= 0, i.e., k± =0
t

Here since k.l"=0, ki ffi k.t.v.t./coci _0, Jm(_,i) -- 0form > 1, Jl(_i) ffi J0(0)/2 ffi 1/2, and

Jm ('Ai)- 0 for m > 2. In the O mode A(m) of F_xI. (4), the contribution from dae component of

the electric field E -- Eziz *- (g'lc cos 0 - vll)Jm(_,i) -'-0. But, the contribution from the

component of the electric field E - Exix *_ Ices 0 (Ix-le cos 0 - vll)/sin 0]

Jm(_,i) --- (ix'lc - Vll)(kv.l./2C0ci) -- (v.l./2coci) (Ix'lck - kvll) - (V.l./2coci)(co - kvi I) ---

(V.l./2coei)coci --"v.i./2 for m - 1, and is zero for m > 2, where we have used the 8-function

condition that co- foci -kVll--" 0 for m---1 and k = kll since cos 0- 1. In Eq. (3),

. V.l.J_n(X,i)-- v.I.]2 for m = 1 and is zero for m > 2. Thus we see that for 0 --0, there is no

emission for m > 2. There is ony a circularly polarized wave emission at the fundamental for

m - 1, and from F_,qs.(3) and (4), we obtain

A(1)= 4_2q_ }[v±(ix:l:ii'![ 22 8(o -coli-

- 14_2q_t

Thus, the Bekefi's classical coefficient of spontaneous emission for this test particle is

11(1) = (Llxo_/2_c)3 faA(1)= (I_3/C) (qt_co2/4_c3) v2_8(co- oei- kVll) =' (_tqt_co2/41tc3)v2_8(co -

foci - kVll) since C '- IX2, and _(m :> 2) - 0. Since v2_ = (v sin 0) 2, ,fd_ (sin 0) 2 ---8_/3. Hence,

from Eq. (8) we obtain the total spontaneusly radiated power per unit volume of these test particles

_ma given harmonic m as

4
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P(1)= 3c3

=, 3c3 ! dc°c°2(kl)fu[v,,=(c_c%'O.1

12nlq_<v_>)f dcocoftl[vu (c°kC°C'O1=_ 3c2 -- -" • , (10)

and P(m _ 2) = 0. Here the angularbracketsreferto a statisticalaveragei.e.,

<v2_>= fdv±(2_v±)f±(v±)v2_= (2k'T±i/Mi),whereT_ istheperpendiculartemperatureof

thesetestparticlesandI¢istheBoltzmannconstant.InderivingEq.(10)fromEq.(9)we haveto

integrateoverallsolidanglesf_toobtainthetotalradiatedpower.Sincethisisadipoleemission

we havetakena standarddipoleemissiondistributionind.G,i.e.,we haveset_dG [ ]- 2__osin

0 dO (sin0)2 { }=.(8_/3){ },wherewe havewritten[ ]= (sin0)2 { }.Forcyclotronmotion

of thetestionswitha Larmor radiusPL.the accelerationa = v2_/pL= COciV±,and hence

the classical spontaneously radiated power 16.17.25 by this testparticleis

(2o_a2/3c3)--(2q_o)2iv2_/3c3).ThustheresultofEq.(10)simplyreflectstheclassicalDoppler

broadenedspontaneousemissionfromasystemofsuchtestparticlesina backgroundmedium of

indexofrefractionIx.Thisatleastcow,u-msthecorrectnessofourEqs.(3-8).

Case 2:0 _,0,i.e.,k± << kll

Here sincek.l"<< ktl,_,,iffik±v±/O)ci<< I,Jm(_,i)= (1/ml)(_,i/2)m = (l/m!)

(k.l./2f.oci)m vT, and Jm(,_-i)m (I/m!)(m/2)(_i/2)m-Iffi(1/m!)(m/2)(k.l./2o_:i)m-Iv_1..We. are

particularlyinterestedintheresonanceofthefastAlfvenwaveofthebackgrounddeuteriumplasma

withthem-thharmonicoftheenergeticfusionionproducts(suchastheprotonsand alpha

particles),andhencethebackgroundindexofrefractionmay bewritten

g,

where the fastAlfvenwave phase velocityVA - co/k= c/(I+ 4_ndMdc2/B2)I/2
,4

B/(4gndMd)l/2, l_ is the mass of a deuteron, and _ is the number density of the background
w,

deuterium plasma ions. That is, we are inter(:sted in co _ m_i _ mt.H where mt.H is the lower
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hybrid frequency of the background plasma. In this case the allowed electromagnetic waves in the

background medium are the fast hydromagnetic Alfven waves with the dispersion relation

" co= kVA. Hence,forthem-rhharmonicresonanceof thetestionsco_ mcoci,(k.k/2coci)=

(mk sin0/2co)- (m sin0/2VA),Jm(Xi)= (I/m!)(mv.l"sin0/2VA)m,andJm(_,i)= (I/ml)(m/2)

- (mv.ksin0/2VA)m-l. Thus on making useof Eqs.(3)and (4)in Eq. (8),we obtainthe

spontaneouslyradiatedpowerperunitvolumeofthesetestparticlesina givenharmonicm as

. Imvm0)m1

f vudr,ft,(v,)[1+(cos0 ° A'A]j 8(CO"m00 i"lq,vm)

_3c2cos 0/ (m!)22zra Jo

For 0 = 0, the factor {1 + [cos 0 - (co- mcoci)/V A k cos 0] 2 } * 2 since co - mcoci. Thus, it is

relatively easy to snow that Eq. (12) reduces to Eq. (10) for the case of 0 - 0. For that case, we

found that there is only emission at the fundamental cyclotron frequency corresponding to m = 1,

and there is no emission at the harmonics corresponding to m _ 2. But for 0 * 0 corresponding

to a finite value of kj. << lqb there is emission at aU the higher harmonics and the emission at the

m-thharmonicisproportionalto(<v.t./VA>)2m = (<v.L>/VA)2m.

Case 3:0 =x/2, i.e., kll-O

Here sincekllffi0,_I,= ck/co= c/VA, and by the_ functionsof Eqs. (3)and (4)

co= mcoci,;Li= k.t.v.t./coci= mkV.l./co_ mvL/VA. Thus on making useofEqs.(3)and (4)in

, Eq. (8), we obtain the spontaneously radiated power per unit volume of these test particles in a

givenharmonicm as

i.
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f f-, 3c3 ,ijdcoco2 dv±C2_;v_f±(vi) dvi,fu(vi,) l,

' [mv_lT2+ [vii Jm/mv_l]2_ _00- mO_i) 14niq_f'o2iVAI <Gin> (13) .

where

[( { my lrl [/mviiI ,m_..v.LI]z/
+ .lm (14)Cim-_), I_"11- rlm_.z.LIj;.(vAVA tVAIJ BY^! ,, L_V^! tV^/J '

= c/VA, and the angular brackets refer to the statistical average over the perpendicular and the

parallel velocity distribution functions. In the Om of Eq. (14) the first term that is proportional to
¢

Jmis the contribution of the extraordinary mode and the second term that is proportional to vliJmis

the contribution of the ordinary mode. Since XJm(X)= mJm(x) - XJm+l(X),Gm of Eq. (14) can be

rewritten as

(G_= mim t VA / t VA / I<VASJ + \Lt'v;_3_"t VAU " (14a)

Chu and Sperling27 have analyzed this proble_a using the monoenergetic velocity space ring

distribution of the form (2a:vj.) f.l. (vi) = 8(vj. - Va) and fll(Vll)ffi8(ell). For this distribution

function, our Eq. (14) or (14a) becomes

rlmv_ljm+,I_.._VI mj./_v_ll_ (15)(o,,,)=LtvA# t vA# mVVZAJJ"

Our restdts of Eqs. (13) and (15), differ slightly from the corresponding Chu and Sperling 27

restdts of their Eqs. (23) and (24), respectively. For example, their F_.q.(23) yields a value for

P(m) which is (2_ 2) (3/4) = (3_2/2) times larger than that given by our Eq. (13). Their Eq. (24)

contains an extra term (m20_i/O3cb)Jm(mVa/VA)inside the square L_racketson the right hand side

compared to the corresponding ones of our Eq. (15), where O0cbis the cyclotron frequency of ions
ll

of the background medium. We do not know the origin of this factor. For example, if the

background medium is vacuum, then mcb"= 0 since there are no ions in vacuum. But this te_a is

then infinite. Our Eqs. (13) and (14), and hence Eqs. (14a) and (15), agree exactly with the

Trubnikov formulas.16,17 Further, we have shown in Case 1 of this section that the total emission
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agreeswiththewell-knownclassicalelectrmiynamicformulafortheemissionfroman,tccelcratcd

chargeparticle,26i.e.,P = (2q2a2/3c3),whereq andaaretheparticle'schargeandacceleration,

respectively.Thisshowsthecorrectnessofthefactor4/3on therightsideofourEq.(13)

comparedtothecorrespondingfactorof2_2inEq.(23)ofChu andSperling.Hence,we believe

• ourEqs.(13-15)isfullycorrect:

Case 4: For 0 = _/2, i.e., kll << k.L

Hero sincek - k.t.,¢_- m(Oci,_,- c/VA and VA - ¢o/k= m£Oci/k,we may write

_.i= k.LV.L/¢Oci= k sinO V.L/£oci- mv.t./VA.AlsoinEq.(4)wc cansetsin0 - sin_/2= I.

ThenonmakinguseofF..qs.(3)and(4)inEq.(8),we obtainthespontaneouslyradiatedpower

perunitvolumeoftheselestparl_:lesin agivenham_nicm as

f fP(m)-_ 3c3 !,_d¢.oo)2 dvj.(2gv.t.)fj.(v.t.)dyeh (v,)

a,

"_ _z I do)<_v, kcosOJ

whore

-[( ]

. {[oco,,. i,i° "3VA lJ " (17)
I

Inthelimit8 _ r,,/2,cosO _ 0,andsinoe_dv,f,(v,)= I,itisrelativelyeasytoshowthatEqs.

• (16)and(17)reducetoEqs.(13)and(14),resIx_tively,astheyshould.
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B. Spin.Flip Emission

We stated earlier that in _,._TR when deuterium beams were injected into a deuterium
t

background plasma the main sequence of ICE harmonic peaks, which occur at the multiples of the

deuterium cyclotron frequency _.d-E evaluated _ tt_.*,outer low-field side plasma edge, seems to

ride on a broader background continuum comI,_3nentof the spectrum that begins around the flfti,.

harmonic of ¢acd-E. This "background continuum" emission exists roughly over the frequenc,,

range for which the proton spin-flip resonance is within the plasma. Since the proton

gyromagnetic ratio or the g factor is equal to 5.59, the fifth harmonic of ¢Oul-Eis near the frequency

at which the proton spin-flip resonance is at the outer low-field side plasma edge. Hence, we now

wish to examine the spontaneous spin-flip resonance emission from the fusion product protons as

a possible mechanism for the observed background continuum spectrum seen in Fig. 1.

We, therefore, consider a Fermi particle such as a proton of mass Mp, charge qp, and spin s =

(flf2) o in a uniform magnetic field B = diz. Here o is the familiar Pauli spin matrix. The

proton spin-flip resonance frequency ¢Ospis then given by

_sp ffi = o._cp= gp o_ . (18)

q.

where gp- 5.59 is the proton g factor, and ¢O¢pand o_ are the proton and the deuteron cyclotron

fr,_uencies, respectively. The energy-level spectrum of this proton may be written28

E(m,,v) = msfiCOsp+ Mpv2 (19)2

corresponding to the eigenstates Ims,v >, where v is the proton's translatior,tl velocity, and ms

can have only the two valw,;_ r_s = +1/2 (spin-up) and ms =-1/2 (spin-down). The spin-flip

emission and absorption occttr_ when the proton makes a transition from the state ims, v > to

another state In_, v'> such that

m - + (m_- ms)- :hl . (20)
o

Let As(m) be the Einstein's (quantummechanical) spontaneous emission probability coefficient for

the emission of a spin-flip photon of frequency co - mCOsp= :t:o._.p,and wave vector k. As(m) is

given by28
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-f_llg_q_)_I_±___- _,_-_.v) <2_>A,_(m) I L3C_o) l _4Mpc

where we _,ave neglected the Compton recoil velocity corrections of ± _k/2Mp to the proton

* velocity v. The _sldts of Eqs. (5-7) are also applicable to this spin-flip case. Let

f(ms,V) ffifs(ms)fv(V) _;,_>__h¢;normalized probability per unit volume that the protons in this box

will have an energy _71(_ns,V).--_:;.fm_ + Mp v2/2. Then, the total spontaneously radiated spin-flip

power per unit volume of these test fusion product protons in a given polarization m ffi± 1,

corresponding to the spin-flip frequencies o =,± Osp, is given by

where Hs(m) is related to As(m) by the same relation of Eq, (7), and np is the proton number

density. For a nondcgenea_tc classical system at thermodynamic eo_+_librium

[ I__.._.._,pII"e,_l'm,__pI (23)" fs(m,)ffi 2cosh _2)(I'slJ -*'_ )(r, I'
and

e

IMpl"_oxd-_vv._l (24>
f4v)ft2=_Tvl _L 2_T, j '

where Ts and Tv are the temperatures appropriate to the spin and the translational degrees of

freedom of the fusion protons, Vd is their drift velocity, and _ is the Boltzmann constant. Thus,

. from Eqs. (7), (21), (22-24), we obtain the spontaneously radiated spin-flip power per unit

volume of these test fusion product protons in the polarization m ffi+l(i.e., to = +¢Osp)as

r,,o,, ,,,,, o.,-k,)

.i

, It is physically instructive to compare the spin-flip result of Eq. (25) with the cyclotron result of

Eqs. (10), (12) or (13). lt is clear that the cyclo_'on emission is proportional to the square of the
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average perpendicular velocity of the particle <v2>, while the spin-flip emission is proportional to

the square of the particle's Compton recoil velocity (flk/Mp) 2. In order to make a rough
t

con.'padson of the strength of spin-flip emission with that of the cyclotron emission, we will

neglect the Doppler broadening effects in Eq. (25). Then, _(to- t,_ - k.v) tends to _(to- cosp)in

Eq. (25). Since kt = ck/t0 = c/VA, we obtain the approximate spin-flip power as

ps(+a) _/4npq_to2pVAI (g_.2}f_+ 2L)(_tosp /23: I

I4npq2pto_pVAI
_* 3c2 ,[(2L}('_}6(_)2fs (+2L}]• (26)

Thus, from Eqs. (13) and (26), we find that

P(m) J "_ <Gin> " (27)
v

Since <GI> ="2 < (v±/VA)2 >, we find that [Ps(+ I )/P(1)] _ 4.37 x 10-24 for the typical tokamak

parameters of See. VII if we assume that fs(+ 1/2) _ 1/2. The correctness of the result of Eq. (27)

can be understood from f'trst principles in the following way: The quantum mechanical photon-

proton interaction Hamiltonian that is responsible for transitions in which only one cyclotron light

quantut_ is involved is Hc-int = -(qp v • A/c), while the corresponding one for which only one

spin-flip light quantum is involved is Hs-int = (gpqps'V x A/2Mpc) = (gpqp_t_.V x A/4Mpc) =

(gpqpt_t_'k x A/4Mpc). That is, (Hs-int/He.int) = (gp_k/4Mpv). The Einstein A coefficient is

proportional to IHint12,the Y_kAis proportional to _dto to2A which in mm is proportional to to3A,

and the emitted power P is proportional to I;k_toA. Also from Eq. (18), tosp = (gp/2) toep.

Hence, the ratio of the of the spin-flip emission to the cyclotron emission (Ps/Pc) is

proportional to to41Hintl2 which in turn is proportional to [(gp/2)4(gp_k/4Mpv±) 2]

= {[(gp/2)6 ('_tak:p/MpV_2]/4 <(v.L/VA)E> } _* {[(gp/2) 6 (_tocp/MpV_]/2 <Gm >}, since to

= toep ='k VA. Thus, we see the correctness of the result of Eq. (27) follows trivially from the

fundamental physical principles. Earlier we have shown that our result of Eq. (10) agrees exactly

with the well-known classical emission folmula from an accelerated charged particle (2q2a2/3c3),

as found in standard text books on classical electromagnetic theory. 26
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C. Evaluation of Statistical Averages for Various Distributions

In this section we wish to carryout the explicit evaluation of the statistical averages implied byt

theangularbrackets< •••> intheearliersections.Theseangularbracketsreferto statistical

averages over the appropriate perpendicular and parallel velocity space distribution functions.

First, we consider the monoenergedc velocity space ring (or, equivalently, a cylindrical shell)

distribution of Chu and Sperling. 27 Second, we consider the monoenergetic isotropic velocity

space spherical shell distribution of Dendy, Lashrnore-Davies, and Kam,29 and third, we consider

the conventional anisotropic (Tj. _ Til) Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function. These

monoenergetic distribution functions are a good approximation to the newly born fusion products

such as protons and alpha particles, while the anisotropic Maxwelli_, dis_bufion can well describe

the spontaneous emission from the background deuterium plasma ions. We should point out that,

after some period of time from their birth, these fusion products will relax towards the slowing-

down distribution function 30 of the form f(v) = (Ao/v_) [1 + (v/rc)] "3 for v < Vm and f(v) = O

for v > Vm, where Vm= (2Ea/Ma) 1/2 is the maximum velocity corresponding to the birth

energy Ea of the fusion product of mass Ma, Vc = (3gl/2Zeff MeMa) 1/3 re, and

Ao= 3/{4x {.n[1 + (Vc/Vm)'3]} Here, Ve = (2_Te/Me) 1/2 is the electron thermal speed, and
!

Zeff = Y.i(niZ_/_i) is the effective va_ue of the ionic charge. For the sake of analytical simplicity,

we will only consider the monoenergetic ring, monoenergetic spherical shell, and Maxwellian

" distributions here. The spontaneous emiss'on depends only on the average moments of the

distribution function [such as, for exam_,__. _'_-_2m-rh moment <(v2_m)>] and is hence very

insensitive to the slopes and shapes of the distribution function, while the balance between the

induced emission and absorption which determines the growth or damping of the cyclotron

harmonic waves (to be discussed in a later section) can be a sensitive function of the slope and

shape of the distribution function. For these reasons, the introductic_nof a small thermal spread to

the above two monoenergetic cases considered here will not appreciably alter our conclusions

about the spontaneously emitted power.

Case I: Monoenergetic Ring Distribution

Chu and Sperling 27 have used a monoenergetic ring or, equivalently, a cylindrical shell

distribution in perpendicular velocity space and this may be written

" f(v) = (2xv±)'I 8(vx- Vi) 8(vu) . (28)
d
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Here, of course, the statistical averaging is trivial and <v2> = V2 in Eq. (10);

<valm>= Viam in Eq. (12); and <v_>-0,<[Jm(mv±/VA)]2>--[Jm(mVi/VA)] 2,

<[(mv±/VA)Jm(mv±/VA)]2> -- [(mVi/VA)Jm (mVi/VA)] 2 in Eq. (14).

Case 2: Monoenergetic Isotropic Spherical Shell Distribution i,

Dendy, Lashmore-Davies, and Kam29 have used a monoenergetic isotropic velocity space

spherical shell distribution as given by f(v) = (4_v2) "I8(v - Vi). However, in our treatment

we have thus far retained the (l, !1)anisotropy and hence we will adopt this spherical shell

distribution as given by

f(v)= (2xv±)"I8(v±-V'J8(vll-2"1/2Vi)• (29)

Note thataccordingto Eq. (29),Vx= Vy = Vz= 2"I/2Vi. Hence Eq. (29)representsa

monoenergeticisotropicvelocityspacesphericalshelldistributionwith a mean velocity

v = (v2 + v_ + v_)I/2= (3/2)I/2Vi. That is,Eq. (29)isequivalenttothedistribution

f(v)= (4_v2)"I8[v- (3/2)I/2Vi]. In thiscase,allthe perpendicularvelocityaverages

are the same as thepreviouscase I,and in Eq. (14) <v2> becomes Vi2/2.That is,
!

<Gm> = { [(mVi/VA) Jm(mVi]VA)]2 + [(mVi/VA) Jm(mVi/Vd0] 2/'2}. The behavior of <Gm> as

a function of the harmonic number m for (Vi/VA) values of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 are

shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), 2(e) and 2(f), respectively. Fo. the typical tokamak

parameters used in Soc. VII, the value of (Vi/VA)" 2.28. These plots are similar to those given

by Chu and Sperlir_g27but for a finite <v2> = 2 -1 <v21> = V2/2 insteadof <v,_>- 0 as ass,._med

by Chu and Sperling. As we stated earlier, even if we introduce a thermal spread of

= [<(Av)2>] << V2 to the 8 function distributions of Eqs. (28) and (29), the above results of

cases 1 and 2 for the spontaneously emitted power by the fusion products will not be appreciably

altered. That is, even if we replace 8(v - Vi) by the function f(v) = {(_)-1/2 exp[-(v - Vi)2/E]}

where ¢ << Vi, the above results will not change significantly. Of course, the spectrum will no

longer consist of sharp 8-function lines at each harmonic but will be Doppler broadened with a full

width at half maximum of (Aco/m),, (2kl_l/2/mcoci). However, the "strength" of every harmonic

resonance m is unchanged. By "strength" of the resonance we mean the frequency

integral under the resonance curve. The reason for this is that in the limit e--, 0,

f(v) = {(_e)-1/2 exp[-(v- Vi)2/¢] } _ 8(v- Vi). Thus, the Doppler shift of 8(co - mC0ci- kllVll)

doesaone toone mappingofVlltoVll=(co-mcoci)/kll,preservingthenormalizationcondition

integralsand theresonancestrength.Note thatthethermalspreadingoftheperpendicular

5-functionvelocitydistributiongivesnochangeatallanditisonlythespreadingoftheparallel

5-function velocity distribution that will cause the Doppler broadening.
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Case 3: Anisotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution

" As we stated earlier this distribution can well describe the background deuterium plasma ions

and may be written f(v_L,Vll)= f±(v.l.)fll(vll),where

F "1

f't'(va) = tJ2_:KTa.i L2KT.a] '
(30)

and

[_ Mi /)'/2 ['Mi(v,'Vz} 2]= ex _ . ..**< <** (31)
f,(v),) _2n:K:T,,i] PL 2_Tlli J' -vii- "

Here, Vz is a drift velocity in the z direction. In performing the integration over va., we wiU make

use of the following formula given by Watson 31

" where In(x) = i'nJn(ix) is the modified Bessel function of the flu'stkind. From this formula may be

derived the three integrals necessary for the V.Lintegration. These are:

Io_O__°_,_)_oxy.o,)_-(½)ox__)i°(_12/ ' (33)

, .s2p',,p[_,.(,pp,_,p)iox_(-p,):(9ox,,(2)["._J. (3,>
and

_,_I,°(,_)l_ox_._)=(_)oxy(__)[(_,,),.
q)

In Eqs. (34) and (35), the prime denotes a derivative with respect to the argument and the argument

• of In and I'n is (s2/2). Note that in Eq. (34), [2Jn(sp)J'n(sp) ] = [dJZ(sp)]/d(sp)].
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Hence, in Eq. (10), <vX_t.>--(2K:Tli/Mi); in _q. (12), <v2m>- (2x:T±i/Mi)mm[;

and in Eq. (14), <v2> = [<(vii - Vz)2> + 2<vii> Vz - V2] = [(2x:Tlli/Mi) + V2] since

<vii> -- Vz, <[Jm(mv±/VA)]2> = [exp(-s2/2) Im (s2/2)], <[(mv±/VA)J_n(mv.l./VA)]2>

= (s4m/4)exp(-sSm/2) [(2 + 4m2/s_) Ira(s2/2) - I_n(SSm/2)]where Sm - (m/VA) (2x:T.l.i/Mi) 1/2.

Thus for 0 = 7t/2 and 0 = _t/2, the spontaneously radiated power per unit volume of a

MaxweUian distribution of particles in a given harmonic m is given by Eqs. (13) and (16), where

<Gin> and < _Jm> of Eqs. (14) and (17) become

_"2"_) { s't_ [ V_z+(2KT'''jMi)IV2j mSIm} , (36)
< Gm > = ex m2Im+ (_t)(2Ira- Ira)+

and

< Gm> = e mSIm+ (2Ira-Ii_ + cos 0 (-°>'m°k'i)12(sin0}"2mSIm (37)o, oi

respectively. Here again the argument of In and In is (s_af2) where Sm= (mk±/_) (2_:T ki/Mi)1/2 =

(mk sin 0/_) (2_:T t.i/Mi)1/'2=, (m/VA) (2x:T.t.i/Mi) 1/2 for near perpendicularly propagating fast

Alfven waves, and the prime denotes a derivative with respect to the argument.

Q

11"I.LINEARIZED THEORY OF RADIATIVE STEADY STATE

In this section we first examine the linear±zed theory of the radiative steady state and/or

radiative equilibrium due to the cyclotron harmonic emission and absorption by both the

background deuterium plasma ions and the fusion product protons and/or alpha particles. Second,

we then examine the similar radiative steady state of spin-flip emission and absorption of photons

by the fusion product protons. In both cases we will indicate the conditions for instability leading

to the cyclotron harmonic laser or maser and the spin-flip laser or maser, respectively.

A. For Cyclotron Emission and Absorption

Thus far we have only examined the spontaneous emission of radiation from individual

"dressed test particles." This spontaneous emission analysis applies equally well both for

background deuterium plasma ions and for newly born fusion products such as protons and alpha

particles. For the newly born fusion product ions, the above spontaneous emission calculations of

the monoenergetic velocity space ring and/or the monoenergetic isotropic velocity space spherical

shell distributions are appropriate, while for the background deuterium plasma ions those of the

Maxwell±an distribution calculations should apply. These spontaneous emissions depend only on
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thevariousmomentsofthedistributionfunctionandarcveryinsensitivetothenatureoftheslopes

and shapesofthesedistributionfunctions.However,thegrowthordampingofthecyclotron

" harmonicfastAlfvenwavesunderconsiderationcandependsensitivelyon theslopesandshapes

ofthedistributionfunctionssincethesearcdeterminedby thebalancebetweeninducedor

- stimulatedemissionandabsorption.Thusthecollectivecooperativeemissionfroma statistical

systemisa consequenceofa detailedbalancebetweenthesethreeprocessesofspontaneous

emission,inducedorstimulatedemissionand absorption.Indeedatr.heradiativesteadystate

and/oratradiativeequilibrium,thetotalcooperativespontaneousplusstimulatedemissionsexactly

balances the total cooperative absorption, and the system as a whole emits from the surface as a

black-body which can be characterized by a radiation temperature Tr(ro,k). It is this problem of the

radiative steady state and/or the radiative equilibrium which we wish to examine in this section.

An analogous problem of the radiation temperature for electron cyclotron emission from

equilibrium and nonequilibrium plasmas has been recently analyzed in the literature by one of the

authors (V.A.). is From the results fom_d in Pet'.. 18, it is relatively easy t_ show that the rate of

increase of photons [tiN(c0 = mC_ci,k)/dt]semiv. the box of volume L3 under consideration due to

the spontaneous emission of photons of wave voc.tor k near the m-rh harmonic (i.e., co= mc_i)

may be written

• fdN(co=._mcoci,k)] =f dvj. (2try.k)f dVll[LZrliA(m)] f±(v£)fll(Vl,) = < [L3niA(m)] >,L J,.,.J (38)

andtherateofdecreaseoftheseprotons{[dN(¢.o=_mC_ci,k)/dt]ab-[tiN(co-,mo_ci,k)/dt]iem}inthis

box due toabsorptionmin_s theinducedemissionofphotonsofwave vectork nearthem-th

harmonicisgivenby

{IdN((D_°)ci. k)tab [ dN ( {__.._mfa}¢i.k.] 1

+ f k(v.t)fi,(v,) N(¢O= m¢oci,k)
Miv.l. _'_i

" = < /[[{m'fi°)ci/(_-_l)[L3niA(m)] +'f'tkll/(_)[L3niA(m)] > N(o=*m°_ciMiv£] • "_i! , k)

" -=27(C0-_mCOci,k)N((o = mcoci, k) , (39)
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where _o0 - mmci, k) is the damping rate of the ion cyclotron harmonic fast Alfven waves whose

opucal depth z may tc wriucn as

.
sincethegroupvelocityofthesefastAlfvenwavesisthesameastheirphasevelocityVA,andd_.

istheincrementalpathlengthoftheradiationf._Idinthe medium _mderstudy.Inarrivingatthe

secondequalityofEq.(39)we havecarriedouttwointegrationsby parts,one overdvj.andthe

otherdvll.ItshouldbenotedfromtheA(m)'sofEqs.(3)and(4)thattheparticle-waveresonance

occursonlyintheparallelvelocitydistributionfunctionattheparallelcyclotronphaseveloci_

Vp= ell= (co-ma)ci)/kll.Hence,contrarytotheintuitiveexpectations3,22thedampingrate7 of

Eq.(39)isnotsensitivetotheshapesandslopesoftheperpendicularvelocityspacedistribution

ftmcdon,ltis,however,weaklysensitivetotheslopeoftheparallelvelocityspacedistribution

aroundell-Vp= (co-mcoci)/kll,and thisusuallymanifestsitselfas thefamiliarcyclotron

overstabilityterms18,24,25illtheconventionalhotplasmatheory.24,25

At the radiative steady state, the rate of increase of photons due to the spontaneousemission of

Eq. (38) is exactly equal to the rate of decrease of these photons due to absorption _ the

induced emission of F-xt.(39). That is, at the radiative steady state the net rate of increase of

photons of l,_equencyco and wave vector k given by 14

rd <,k>l [dN(o0,k>]I-L _ ]sem " |L _ _J_'L' _ ]iemJ (41)

is equal to zero. Then the radiation temperatureTr(co- mc_i, k) for these fast Alfven waves may
bedefinedas

[dN(oy-mcoci,k)/dr]sem

[2_(co=mcoci,k)]

< [L3niA(m)l >

(010v[L3mA( n)]+ [L3ntA(m)]]> (42)
q)
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Here again we wish to emphasize that the Dirac's 5 functions of Eqs. (3) and (4) yield the

conventional cyclotron and/or Landau damping which depends on the slope of the parallel velocity

" distribution function at Vtl_ Vp-_ (m - m¢0ci)/ku, and this in turn yields the familiar cyclotron

overstability terms. Since the relevant physical quantities depend only on the moments of f.t. (v.t.)

- as in Eq. (42), for example, these quantities are very insensitive to the slope of the perpendicular

velocity distribution function.

If the receiving antenna is only sensitive to a given k direction (i.e., is one dimensional)

then the received radiated power in a frequency bandwidth

Aco/2_ is P(m) - (Am/2_:) (x:Tr) (1 - _) [1 - exp (-x)]/[1 - _exp (-x)], where x is the optical

depth and _ is the wall reflection coefficient. If the antenna is two dimensional, then the received

radiated power in the frequency bandwidth Aco centered around the frequency co is

P(m) *, (¢0Am), and if the antenna is three dimensional then it is given by P(m) *_(co2 Am).

These differences in P(m) are of course auc to the fact 16 that in one dimension the phase space

volume is dk, in two dimensions it is 2_kdk, and in three dimensions it is 4_k2dk. This phase

space volume is the measure of the number of plane waves per unit volume per unit frequency

interval dto, and by the classical equipartition theorem the energy per wave is K'I'. However, since

" this cyclotron harmonic emission for m >_2 is purely due to the finite ealue of k± and most of this

emission is in the k£ direction, it would appear that the system under study would tend to behave

" as a two dimensional black-body system even if the antenna is three dimensionally sensitive.

It may be noted from Eqs. (38), (39), and (41) that if the absorption exceeds the induced

emission, then )' is positive (i.e., the cyclotron harmonic fast Alfven waves are damped) and the

system will reach a radiative steady state with a finite value for the wave energy density

e(o_ = mmci, k)=_m N(o_ = moci, k)/L 3. In this linearized theory, when the absorption is

exactly equal to the induced emission, the system is at marginal stability (i.e. 7 = 0) and it is

relatively easy to see from Eqs. (38), (39), and (41) that the steady state wave energy density

e(co, k) = fat.0N(m, k)/L3 tends to infinity. If the distribution function f(vz,v,) is such that the

induced emission exceeds the absorption in Eq. (39), then the system is unstable and behaves as a

cyclotron harmonic fast Alfven wave laser or maser. In a subsequent section we will present the

appropriate coupled pair of quasilinear equations that will govern the time evolution of such a laser

or maser system.

B. For Spin-flip Emission and Absorption
,I

The analogous problem of the electrodynamic properties of a gas of spin 1/2 particles in aii

uniform external magnetic field has again been analyzed previously by one of the authors
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(V.A.). 28 The distribution function f(ms,v) = fs(ms)fv(v), and let Fs(m) = [fs(ms) - fs(-ms)] be

the fractional excess of particles between the spin-up and the spin-down states. Then it is relatively

easy to show from Eq. (74) of Ref. 28 that the rate of increase of spin-flip excitations due to

spontaneous emission is given by

o

ck Jsem = dv [-L3npAs(m)]fs(ms)fv(v) (43)

and the rate of decrease due to the absorption minus the induced emission is

L dt Jab . Ck ]i,m}

t

Irs(ms)-fs(-ms)]fv(v)N(o_,,,m_Osp,k)=-J dv[L3npAs(m)]

w

,s

wheretheEinsteincoefficientAs(m) isgiven_nEq.(21),andwe haveneglectedtheCompton

recoilterms.InF-xl.(44),when m = +I,ms = +"-/2;when m = -1,ms= -I/2;and 7sisthe

dampingrateofthespin-flipexcitations,The opticaldepthofthesespin-flipexcitationsmay be

written

_s(CO" mCOsp'k) ffi / di "(V--gs) ' (45)

where di and Vgs = _)¢o/_)kare the incremental path length and the group velocity, respectively, of

the spin-flip excitations in the background medium under study. Since for frequencies cowhich are

less than the lower hybrid24, 30 frequency ¢q.Hof the background deuterium plasma the only

allowed electromagnetic wave in this background medium is the hydromagnetic Alfven waves with

co = k VA, lt .seemsreasonable here to take Vgs as equal to VA and not as it's free space value of c.

The physical reason for this is that these spin-flip excitations are (in the view of the conventional

Bloch's equations for spin-flip resonance 33) indeed either fight or left circularly polarized
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transverse electromagnetic waves which are commensurable to the allowed Alfven waves of the

background medium.
t

Here again, at the radiative steady state the spontaneous emission exactly balances the

absorption minus the induced emission, i.e., the net rate of increase of the spin-flip excitations as

given by Eq. (41) vanishes. Then the radiation temperature for these spin-flip excitations may be
defined as

Q

[dN(c0=ma)sp,k)/dt]sm (46)
(rico)- [2_(o_ma)sp,k)] "

IfFs(m)= [fs(ms)-fs(-ms)]> 0,y > 0,andthesystemwillreacharadiativesteadystatewitha

finite value for the spin-flip excitation energy density e(a)=ma)sp,k)=

_:Tsr(a)= ma)sp,k)=f_a)N(a)=ma)sp,k)/L3. At marginal stabilityFs(m) = [fs(ms)-

fs(-ms)]= 0,i.e.,thepopulationsofthespin-upandthespin-downstatesbecome equal,y = 0,

thesteadystatewave energydensityand theradiationtemperaturetendstoinfinity.When

Fs(m)< 0,thepopulationisinverted,andwe havea spin-fliplaserormaserwhichwe willagain

examineinalatersection.

C. Evaluation of Optical Depths and Radiation Temperatures for Various

Distributions

Inthissectionwe wishtocarryouttheexplicitevaluationoftheopticaldepthsx and the

correspondingradiationtemperaturesTrbothforthecyclotronharmonicwaveswiththevarious

distributionfunctionsmentionedearlierandforthespin-flipexcitationswiththethermodynamic

equilibriumdistributionofEqs.(23)and(24).Letusfirstexaminethecaseofcyclotronharmonic
fastAlfvenwaves.
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Case 1: Cyclotron Harmonic Waves with 0 = rc/2

Since the optical depth _ will take it's largest value for O = g/2, i.e., k = ka. and k, = 0, for

the purposes of our estimate we will only examine this case and the case of 0 = rc/2 here. Our

main purpose in studying the case of 0 - rc/2 is to examine the effects of finite value of kll. Then

on making use of Eqs. (3), (4) and (28) in F-xi.(39) and carrying out two integration by parts (one

over (Iv± and one over dr,), we obtain

(__._t /S_a[SmJm(Sn0] 2 _(ca-mcaei) (47)
27((o *, mcaci, kt)= _ _t2 _ aSm

for the monoenergetic velocity space ring distribution of Eq. (28). Here

_2 = (ck/ca)2 _, (C/VA)2 = C, Sm = (mVi/VA), capi - (4rcntq_/Mi) 1/2 is the ion plasma

frequency, and the prime in the Bessel function denotes the derivative with respect to the argument.

Since for the tokamak discharge mcaci = mqiB/Mic *- R"t, dca = - d(mcaci) ffi(mcaci/Rc) dR,

where R is the major radius of the torus and Rc is the major radius of the cyclotron resonance

layer. Thus, on making use of F-xi.(47) in Ecl. (40) we obtain the optical depth _ of this cyclotron

resonance layer in the tokamak discharges as

Similarly, from Eqs. (3), (4), (28), and (42) we obtain the radiation temperature Tr for these

cyclotron harmonic waves appropriateto the velocity space ring distribution of F-xi.(28) as

-  49), 2
S_ _[SmJm(Sm)] ['OSm

For the monoenergetic isotropic spherical shell distribution of Eq. (29) we obtain

2y(O) = mcaei,k.t.) _" _-t2(rc-_-_!(S_ O{[SmJm(Sm)]2aSm+ [SmJm(Sm)]2/2} 8{ca- mcoci) (50) •

for the damping rate,
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• _2_t2mak-iVA _)Sm (51)
@

for the optical depth, and

KTr (CO'= m_-i, kjL) ="(_-'_V21 [SmJ_n(Sm)]2"_SmJm(Sm)]2/2

I m2 IS_ _{[SmJ_n(Sm_ 2 +_SmJm(Sm}]2/2}_Sm (52)

for the radiation mmpemtm'eof these cyclotron harmonic waves.

For the anisotmpic Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity space distribution of Eqs. (30) and (31), it is

relatively easy to show that

MiV.L IMiI_ f(v±, v, )--- + , • (53)

. Thus, on making use of Eqs. (3), (4), (14), (30-36), and ('53) in Eqs. (39), (40), and (42) we
obtain

• ,,,M,)  oo,)27(0} ,= mo©i, kj.)- _ _t2 /_m2g,r.L i

for the damping ram,

z(a)-ma_¢i, k£)-( xRca_,. /( V2AMi/

for the opdcal depth, and

F _) (v_/m_ l

_T,<_-_,_)-! <Ota,S(.-m_lI
L(_o_,_r_(,_4,M.,,__)(v_)2<ota>S(co-mo_0J=_r_ <56)

4t

for the radiation temperature, respectively_ for the Maxwellian distribution of Eqs. (30) and (31).

. Here the <Gin> is given by Eq. (36). It is interesting to note from Eq. (56) that at thermodynamic

equilibrium, the radiation temperature Tr - T.Li implying that the ion cyclon'on harmonic radiation
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field is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the radiating ions so as to satisfy the classical

equipartition theorem as it should. A_g to the classical _uipartition theorem 14 of course the

energy per degree of freedom is _T/2. The radiation field has two degrees of freedom, one

corresponding to its kinetic energy and the other to its potential energy, so that its energy

density = 2(_TJ2) = g:Tr. This radiation is due to the perpendicular cyclotron motion of the

particles which also has two degrees of freedom, one corresponding to its motion along the x axis

and the other to its motion along the y axis, so that its average kinetic energy is

2(1¢T._2 ) = g:T.t.i.

Case 2: Cyclotron Harmonic Waves with 0- _/2

In this case it can be seen from Eqs. (31 and (41 that for the monoenergetic velocity space ring

distribution of Eq. (281 the damping rate y, theoptical depth z, and the radiation tempm_ture Tr are

given by Eqs. (47), (48), and (49), respectively, with the following replacement: [SmJm(Sm)]2 is

now replaced by {[SmJm(Sml]2 + [(m cos e/sin e)Jm(Sm)]2}. Similarly, for the isotropic velocity

space spherical shell distribution of Eq. (291 these variables 7, z, and Tr are given by the Eqs. (50),

(511, and (52), respectively, with the following replacement: [SmJm(S=)]2 is now replaced by

([(m cos 0 - 2"1_Sml/sin 0]Jm(Sm)) 2. Here again for the anisotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann

velocity space distribution of Eqs. (301 and (311, it can be shown that 7, I:, and Tr are given by

Eqs. (54), (55), and (56), respectively, with the following replacement: <Gin > is now replaced by

<Gin > of Eq. (37) and 8(c0 - mcoci) is now replaced by

{(k cos 0) "I fH[vll= (¢_ - mcoci)/k cos 0] }. lt may be noted from Eq. (3 I) that when

(k cos 0) _ 0, the factor {Ckcos 0) "I fil[vll = (¢o - m_ci)/k cos 0] } --.+8(¢o - m¢oci) and hence

the result of Eq. (55) is valid for 0 - _/2 if we take <Gm> " <Gin> after the frequency

integration.

In a similar way ft'ore the results found above, one can obtain closed form expressions for the

damping rate 7, the optical depth _, and the radiation temperature Tr for the cases of

0 -- 0 and 0 - 0. As we stated earlier, the largest values of these variables occur for the case of

0 = _/2 which we have discussed in detail here. This follows because the cyclotron harmonic

emission and absa_on at ¢o -, mcec for m _ 2 occur only due to the finite value of k L,and the

Bessel functions Jm(k.l.Vl/_ci ) take, large values when k± - mw¢_vj.. We have also discussed the

case of 0 - _/2 in order to illustrate the effects of finite kll via the cyclotron overstability type

terms. Indeed, from the formulae given here one can obtain the closed form expressions for all

these parameters 7, _, and Tr for any arbitraryangle 0.
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Case 3: For Spin.Flip Excitations

. 7_r the case of fusion product proton spin-flip excitations, on making use of Eqs. (21), (23)

and (24) in Eqs. (44), (45), and (46) we obtain

fortheirdampingrate,

_JL
( xR'(02i• (gs"_-}(MpVA),.(m) (58)_(¢.0- m(Osp, k)= _21_2O3spVA

for their opticai depth in tokamak B fields, and

" _:Tr(O)" me, sp, k) = (fl_$p) fs(ms) [Fs(m)] "I - (fl(flsp) fs(ms) [fs(ms) - fs(-ms)] "1

m

- (ftOhp) I fs--_J = _21_0_sp- _T, forfi(Osp<< _'I'. , (59)

for the radiation temperature, respectively. In Eq. (57) we have written

¢o/k- VA, i.e., (flk2/Mp(O) ss (_tk/MpVA) =s ('[I_/MpV2). In Eq. (58) we have used the f_t that

the tokamak confining magnetic field B _ R"1 and the major radius of the spin-flip resonance

layer is Rs. In Eq. (59) we have divided both the numerator and the denominator by the common

factor {(_i/_ t2) (g_/8) ('[lk2/Mpco)) Ikl'lfv[lvl ffi(¢o - (Osp)/lkl]}. Note that in Eq. (57), when

Tv --* 0 the factor {Ikl'l(Mp/2xffFv) 1/2exp[-Mp((O - m_sp)2/Ikl2 2g:Tv} --_ 8(¢o - ¢Osp);and

for B _ R"1, dR ---- (R dCOsp/COsp)---(R d_/(0sp). Thus the result of F,q. (58) follows trivially

from Eqs. (45) and (57) since V gs - V^. Here again we see from Eq. (59) that the spin-flip

excitations obey the classicai equiparddon theorem at thermodynamic equilibrium as they should of
•, course.
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IV. CONDITIONS FOR RADIATIVE INSTABILITY AND/OR OVERSTABILITY

In this section we wish to examine briefly the physical conditions for which the system under

studycanbecomeunstablebothforthecyclotronharmonicemissionandforthespin-flip

emission.
Q

Case 1: For CyclotronHarmonic Emission

It is well known that in the linearized theory the spontaneous emission is independent of the

intensity of the radiation field present in the system while both the induced emission and the direct

absorption depend on the intensity of the radiation field the system is bathed in. In Dirac's

quantum theory of emission and absorption of a single photon, 34 this linearized theory

corresponds to the use of the Fermi golden rule approximation in addition to the usual random

phase approxima_on in the conventional time dependent quantum perturbation theory.35, 36 Thus

it is seen from Eqs. (39) and (41) that the most general condition for linear radiative instabiLityis

that

<60)
= t dt &m " .t dt J

Thatis,forlinearradiativeinstabilityinquantumnonequilibriumstatisticalmechanicswe require o

thatthe spontaneousemissionexceedstheabsorption_ theinducedemission,i.e.,

2y(ce,k)N(ce,k)< [dN(ce,k)/dt]sem.Inclassicalplasmakinetictheoryitisextremelydifficultif

notimpossibletocalculatethisspontaneousemission,and thusone usuallyassumesthatthe

intensityortheenergydensityoftheradiationfielde(ce,k)= ficeN(m,k)/L3 islargeenoughsothat

onecanalwaysneglectthespontaneousemission.Thus,forlinearradiativeinstabilityinclassical

plasma kinetictheorywe willassume that[dN(ce,k)/dt]sem"0 and we only requirethat

y(ce,k)< 0,i.e.,we onlyrequirethattheinducedemissionexceedstheabsorption.Underthese

conditionsthesystemwillbehaveasanioncyclotronharmoniclaserormaserforthefastAlfven

waves withce- mce©i.Thus from Eq. (39)theclassicalinstabilityand/ortheoverstability

conditionnecessaryforthecyclotronharmoniclaserormaseractionmay bewritten

fiklt

= -2y(co = mceci, k) _>0 . (61)
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Ifthetotaldistributionfunctionf(vA,v,,)canbcdecomposedasa productlA(vA)fla(vu),thenby

doinganintegrationbypartsoverdvA inEq.(61)itisrelativelyeasytosccthattl_signofthenet

resultfor y isnotatallsensitivetothesignoftheslope[_A(V_.)/'0v_anywhereintherange

0 < VAt-S _,sincel_dvA(2_vA)fA(VA)-'-I, The reasonforthisisthatthe8 functionsofthe
4"

A(m) 'sofEqs.(3)and(4)do notselectorfavoranyparticularvalueofvA asa particle-wave

resonancevalueinfA(VA).These8 functionsdohoweverimplytheparticle-waveresonanceinthe

flj(vll)atvH= (co-mcoci)/kll,andhenceinF_.q.(61)theonlytermwhose signcandependon the

slopeofthedistributionfunctionistheterm(ftk1_i)[_f,(v,)/_v,].Thus,forexample,ifwe use

theanisotropicMaxwell-BoltzmanndistributionsofEqs.(30)and(3I)orequivalentlyifwe make

useofEq.(53)inEq.(61),we may writethenecessaryconditionforthecyclotronharmonic

mascT as

[()
ThisisthefamiliarcyclotronoverstabilityconditionasfoundinStix.24Forco- mcoci,we see

fromF_.q.(62)thatfora cyclotronharmonicmaserwe ne.e.Aa largeenoughdriftvelocityVz such

thatVz _ (mcociTili/kiiT.Li)- (VA/cos0)(Til.#rr_).For example,forTAi " Tili,co- mok.i
Q

and k,-k then for maser actionVz_co/k- VA. For l_0=0,F.q.(62)yields(co/mcuci)

(1 -T, .JT.Li).Thisinturnimpliesthatco< mcuciandTxi_ Tub ltmay bepointedoutthat

theaboveanalysisalsoappliesequallywelltotheslow,shortwave lengthelectrostaticion

Bernstein waves (ESIBW). For ESIBW, k - kA and the phase velocity

c0/k- mcoc.JkA ffimC0mp.JkAPi= m (2zT_i)I/2 (kAp0-1-m (2x:T_i)I/2since(k.tP0is

oforderunityfor[BW ofinterest.In thelit_'atumHarris,37 Davidsonand Wu,38 Galley,

Thompson,andLiu,39andethers40 haveexaminedson,whatsimilarplasmawave instabilities

and/ornegativeenergywaves.

Case 2. For Spin-Flip Emission

Heroagainthemostgeneralconditionforlinearradiativeinstabilityisthesameasthatgiven

by Eq. (60). That is,in quantum nonequilibriumstatisticalmechanicswe requirethat

the spontaneousemissionof spin-flipexcitationsexceeds the absorptionminus the

inducedemissionforthelinearradiativeinstability,i.e.,2Ys(co= cosp,k)N(o_= CUsp,k)

_<[dN(co= C0sp,k)/dt]+_n.Justasintheclassicalplasmakinetictheorywe willassumethatthe

" energydensityoftheradiationfieldduetothesespin-flipexcitationsislargeenoughsothatwe can

alwaysneglectthespontancouscmission.Thusthenecessaryconditionforthespin-fliplaseror
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maser action is that ys(c0, k)< 0, i.e., we require that the induced emission exceed the

absorption. Thus for example from Eq. (44) we see that "y < 0 if and only if

Fs(m) = [fs(ms) - fs(-ms)] ->0 . (63)

That is, for a spin-flip maser or laser the statistical population of the spin-up and the spin-down

states must be inverted. 41,42 However, in Eq. (44) we have neglected the Compton recoil

contribution to Ys. Thus, from Eq. (74) of Ref. 28, retaining this Compton recoil contribution to

Ys, we obtain

2ys(co,k) - [dN(co,k)/dt]ab - [dN(c0,k)/dtlim
N(co,k)

f ,,

where Fs(m) = [fs(ms)- fs(-ms)], and we have Taylor series expanded

fv(v + _ak/Mp) = fv(v) + (_ak/Mp) .Vvfv(v) + ... -- fv(v) + (fik/Mp).[_fv(v)/_v] + ....

From Eq. (64) we see that taking account of the Compton recoil effects, the necessary condition

for a spin-flip laser or maser may be written

[Fs(m)+ fs(ms)(_M--_p).Vv]fv(v)>_.0 . (65)

If we now make use of Eqs. (23) and (24) in Eq. (65), the necessary condition for spin-flip

ovcrstabilityorinstabilitybecomes

I ICO- mO)sp- k.Vd <0 .mC°sP/ +
L__CTs/ , _:Tv (66)
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ltisinstructivetocomparethespin-flipoverstabilityorspin-flipmaserconditionofEq.(66)with

thecorrespondingcyclotronharmonicoverstabilityorthecyclotronharmonicmaserconditionof

• Eq.(62).The spintemperaturers takestheroleoftheperpendiculariontcmperann'cTxiwhilethe

kinetictranslationaltemperava'eTv playsthesameroleastheparalleliontemperatureTili and

- k'Vd replaces kuVz. Further, for co = mO}sp we see from Eq. (66) that for a spin-flip laser or

maser we need a large enough drift velocity Vd such that (k "Vd)> (mtaspTv/Ts). For

(k "Vd) = 0, Eq. (66) yields I(ta/mtasp)l < (1 - Tr/Ts). This in turn implies that

It.oi_ ImO)spland Ts > Tr.

V. QUASILINEAR AND/OR NONLINEAR RADIATIVE STEADY STATE

In See. III we have examined the linearized theory of the radiative steady state. In this

linearized theory we have made the intrinsic assumption that the particle distribution function

and/or the statistical population of the quantum states is completely unaffected during the entire

time evolution of the total system of particles and their radiation field towards its linear radiative

steady state. That is, the linearized steady state is determined purely by the steady state solution of

the photon master equation [i.e., our F-xi.(41)] of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics assuming of

course a fLxed given particle distribution function and the sufficiency of the Fermi golden rule

approximation in addition to the usual random phase approximation to the standard time

" dependent quanttma perturbation theory. However, according to the rules of nonequilibrium

statistical mechanics the time evolution of the coupled photon-particle system is in general

determined by a coupled set of master equations, one [such as for example our Eq. (41)]

describing the time evolution of the radiation field or photon (i.e., the field oscillators) distribution

function and the other describing the time evolution of the emitting and absorbing particle (i.e., the

particle oscillators) distribution function. This is because the processes of emission and absorption

of photons occur only as a consequence of the emitting or absorbing particle changing its statistical

state. Thus the time evolution of the photon distribution function will depend on the instantaneous

value of the particle distribution function and the time evolution of the particle distribution function

will in turn depend on the instantaneous value of the photon distribution function. It is this

coupling between the particle oscillators and the field oscillators which we wish to examine in this
section.

• If we use the Fermi golden rule approximation to obtain the Einstein A and B coefficients, then

this coupled pair of equations describing the photon-particle system form the basis of the
• conventional quasilinear theory of the radiative steady state. We will see that in this quasilinear

approximation the master equation for the particle oscillators will reduce in the classical limit to a
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Fokker-Planck equation in which there will appear the usual velocity space diffusion and

dynamical friction terms. The diffusion term will deoend on the instantaneous value of the

radiation field intensity since it is a consequence of induced emission minus absorption, while the

dynamical friction term is i_ndependent of the field intensity since it is a consequence of

spontaneous emission. In the conventional classical plasma kinetic theory approach it is extremely

difficult if not impossible to derive this dynamical friction term.

However, this Fermi golden rule approx:mation _ makes use of the first term of the series

solution of the integral equation for the quantum mechanical transition probabilities due to Heitler

and Ma.35, 36 In the modem formal quantum theory of scattering phenome_a in quantum

electrodynamics (QED) this Heitler-Ma integral equation formalism is sometimes referred to as the

Dyson's S and/or T matrix formalism.34, 43 Basically, according to Heitler and Ma the quantum

mechanical transition probability j(f;i)from the initial state I i > of energy Ei to a final state I f > of

energy Ef due to an interaction Hamiltonian Tint may be written

j(f;i) = (2__)I< f l T li >128(Ef- Ei) , (67)

where

[< fl Tintl f'> < f'lTI i>] /
<flTli>=<flTintli>+_f.ai (El _ _'x" '/ ' (68)rdf.)

where I f' > is an intermediate state of energy Ef '. The series solution of the integral Eq. (68)

may be written

<fl TI i>=<flTintl i>+ F.f_i/[<flTintlf><flTintli>]//It jl i:

+ Zf'.i_f ",i {[< f ITint I f' > < f' ITint If" > < f"l TintIi >]}"[(E'i: Ei_)[Ei :'El")] + "., (69)

11,

where I r' > is another intermediate state of energy Ef ". Furthermore, our Einstein's coefficients
,/I

A(m)'s of Eqs. (3) and (4) are due to the interaction Hamiltonian

Hint = - (qip'A/Mic) = - (qiv'A/c) which is responsible for transitions in which only one light

quantum is involved. Here A is the vector potential of the transverse radiation field in the box of
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volume L3 expressed in terms of its creation and annihilation operators. However, for the higher

order Heitler-Ma terms of Eq. (69) we must not only include the two-photon interaction
e

Hamiltonian H'int = (q_/2Mic2) A2 that is responsible for scattering of transverse photons but also

include the interaction due to the longitudinal and scalar photons. 20 Then these higher order

" Heitler-Ma terms will yield all the nonlinear processes 36 such as the nonlinear Landau damping,

nonlinear mode coupling, nonlinear decay interactions, linear and nonlinear mode conversion 20

(i.e., absorption of a transverse or a scalar photon and the subsequent emission of a longitudinal or

transverse photon, respectively), etc. Thus, if we make use of the nonlinear Einstein A and B

coefficientscalculatedwiththefulluseoftheHeitler-Matimedependentperturbationtheory,then

theresultantcoupledpairofmasterequationsobtainedbyusingtheprincipleofdetailedbalance

willinprincipledemrminethenonlinearradiativesteadysiamoftlmcoupledparticle-photon(both

thetransverseandlongitudinalandscalarphotons)sysmm. Itisnotverycleartouswhetherornot

thebouncefrequencyeffectsduetoparticletrapping,44,45theKarl)Ius-Schwingernonlinear

resonancebroadening,46,41andDupree's47 turbulentvelocityspacediffusionbroadeningare

alsoembodiedinthisHeitler-Matheory.35,36

• Althoughforthesakeofcompletenesswe haveindicatedthephysicalprinciplesunderlyingthe

developmentofthefullmathematicalquantumtheoryofturbulenceinsufficientdetailsoastobe

physicallyinstructive,pedagogicallyspeaking,we willnow onlyindicatethecoupledsetof

quasilinearequationshem. Further,we am hem interestedintheclassicallimitofthiscoupledpair

ofquasilinearequations.48 On makinguseofEq.(39)ofRef.48 inEqs.(16)and(17)ofthis

referencewe obtain

13£(c°'k)._=fdv±_ (2_'v_fdv_[L3ni_mA(m)]{[_(o_,k)Q,_ + l}f(va.,vtl)

{[_(co,k)6(co-m¢0_- k_tvH)Qmf(v±,vt,)]+ [_(co-me, i-k,,v,_)f(v±,v,,)]) (70)

fortherateofgrowthoftheenergydensity_(c0,k)= _o_N(c0,k)/L3 ofthecyclotronharmonic

. Alfvenwavesnearthem-thharmonic,anc_
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t= 1 /20ml.C  o,m.i,+0, m lr':

+ . - f fd [/gq' o21
[Qm 8(co mCOci k,,v,,)f (v.L, vr,)]}= d.O tX_/(V-Am: Gm

{[E(c0,k)Qm _i(co-mcoci-k,,v,)Qm f(v.t,v,,)]+ [Qm 8((o-mcoci-k,,v,,)f(v.t.v,t)]}(71)

fortherateofchangeoftheparticledistributionfunctionduetotheemissionandabsorptionofthe

m-thcyclotronharmonicwaves,wherewe havemade useofEq.(5),Gm isgiveninEq.(17),and

thelineardifferentialoperator

MiV.L _ + IMimco_, _ " (72)

The coupled set of classical quasilinear equations, Eqs. (70) and (71), for the wave energy

density and the particle distribution function, respectively, provides a simple physical picture of the

way the quasilinear steady state is established between the ions (i.e., the particle oscillators) and

their cyclotron harmonic Alfven wave radiation field (i.e., the field oscillators). The rate of change

of'the wave energy density depends on the instantaneous value of the particle distribution function,

and the rate of change of the particle distribution function in turn depends on the instantaneous

value of the wave energy density. The t'trst tc_n of Eq. (70) represents the rate of damping (the

so-called cyclotron damping; that is, the rate of absorption minus the rate of stimulated or induced

emission) of these Alfven waves, while the second term of this equation gives the appropriate

classical rate of spontaneous emission of the electromagnetic waves. It is seen that Eq. (71) is a

Fokker-Planck equation whose first and second term represent a velocity space "diffusion" and

"dynamical friction," respectively. This diffusion is proportional to the intensity of the radiation

fielde(co,k)andisa consequenceofthedifferencebetweentheinducedemissionandabsorption

while the dynamical friction is a consequence of the spox_taneous emission. Arunasalam 49 had

earlier made use of Eq. (71) to study the ion cyclotron resonance heating of plasmas and the

associated longitudi_,cl cooling which ¢¢as ftrst predicted using numerical simulation and basic
w

thermodynamic arguments by Busnardo-Neto, Dawson, Kamimura, and Lin 50 and subsequently

verified experimentally by Rapozo, de Assis and Busnardo-Neto. 51 Since there is increasing
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interest in ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) of tokamak plasmas that are entering the reactor

regime of operation, we wish to draw attention to the fact that an initially isotropic (T± = Til)

plasma will be forced into an anisotropic (Ta. _: Til) state in ICRH, thus altering the ratio of

trapped to circulating particles and the associated stability of tokamak plasmas. In particular,

" because the high temperature fusion plasmas are practically collisionless, it is extremely difficult (if

not impossible) to avoid this (T.t., Tea)anisotropy in ICRH experiments. We should also point

out that, in the literature, these types of coupled quasilinear equations were f'trst derived by Pines

and Schrieffer52,19 for electron-plasmon and electron-phonon systems.

In a similar way from Eqs. (74), (75a), and (75b) of Ref. 28, the appropriate coupled pair of

quasilinear equations for spin-flip emission and absorption may be written

'08(0),0tk). m = dv [L3npAs(m)] {[8(0),k) Fs(m)f,,(v)] + (_e0) fs(ms)fv(v)}- dv SMpc2 J

{le(o, k) 8 (o- mo)sr)- k. v} Fs(ro>fv(v)] + [(fao> 8 (co= mO)sp- k. v)fs(ms) fv(v>]} (73)
o

for the rate of growth of the energy density e(0),k) = 'h0)spN(0),k)/L 3 of the spin-flip excitations

- of CO- m0)sp = + fOsp,

t . __.2.._D[Fs(m)fv(v)]0t m = Ek,L3np1"aO))I_{02pig_li0)l[8Mpc' J

{le(o, k)8(0)- mo)sp - k-v)Fs(m)f,(v)] + [(_0))8(0)- m0)sp =k.v)fs(ms)fv(v)]} (74)

for the rate of change of the difference in the population of the two spin states

Fs(m) = [fs(ms) - fs(-ms)], and [0fv(v)/0t]m = 0. Here we have assumed that'hk << Mpv and

hence neglected some Compton recoil effect terms. The Ek: in Eq. (74) is handled as an integral

over do) as illustrated in Eq. (5). The second terms in Eqs. (73) and (74), which are independent

of e(0),k), are due to spontaneous emission and can usually be neglected in solving for the

, quasilinear steady state since the energy 8"*(0),k)in the spin-flip excitations at this quasilinear

steady state is considerably larger than their thermal equilibrium value of e°(o,k) - )CTs.
,I

" A detailed study of the nonlinear stability of spin-flip excitations leading to the understanding

of the spin-flip laser experiments of Patel and Shaw 53 has been presented elsewhere by
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Arunasalam.41,42 Following the procedure outlined in these Refs, 41 and 42, one can show that

Eqs. (73) and (74) can be combined to yield

0__{Fs(m)+(81,t3cta_sp/a;t_i)tgFv/l_pc2)I/2[e(o_mtasp)/Mpc2]}= 0 , (75)
0t

where ct = (q_,/fac) = (11137). In deriving F-xi.(75) we first "neglect the spontaneous emission

term of Eq. (74) and integrate F-xi.(74) over dv using the fact that [0fv(v)fOt]m-0, assume that

I dv and _k processes commute, then make use of Eq. (73) neglecting the spontaneous emission

term of Eq. (73) to substitute and eliminate Idv [ ] in terms of [/9¢(ta,k)f0t]m, use F-xi. (5) to go

from _'k[ ] to I dta [ ], and in evaluating the integral over dca obey tlm restrictions imposed by the
Dirac 8 function 5(ta - mtasp - k-v). That is, the limits of the integral over ta arc given by

C0sp(1 - vole) < ta < (0sp(1 + vole), where tbe thermal stx_ v, = 0eTr/Mp)l/2, andwe make

use of the approximation [(1 + vole)3 - (1 - vo/e)3] ,, 6vole. It is clear from Eqs. (73-75) that

Fs (m)- 0 at the quasilinear steady state, i.e., as t _ **, Fs(m)_ Fs** =0,

[_e(ta,k)/3t]m--+ 0, and [_Fs(m)fv(v)/_t]m _ 0, where of course we have neglected the

spontaneous emission terms which are independent of £(ta,k). Thus at the quasilinear steady state

the populations of the spin-up and the spin-down states are equal to each other and this is in

accordance with the principle of minimum entropy production.39,14

If at time t = 0, the difference in the population of the two spin states Fs(m) = F°, the

spin-flip excitations energy £(ta= mtasp)_,£o, and at the quasilinear steady state

F,(m) = F7 = 0 and £(t.o= mta,v)- e**,thenfromF-xl.(75)we obtain

£** - £° - F°Mvc2 _ _Tv I _8_tacttt_sp] ' (76)

where the thermal equilibrium initial value £_ ,, _:Ts ", _Tv, and £** >> £°. Hence, at the

quasilinear steady state the spin-flip excitations energy density is enhanced by the factor
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t /. " I

. . = 8 3 Mp) (77)

above its black-body thermal equilibrium value of g:Ts " tcTv ---tcT.

VI. SOME GENERAL COMMENTS ON INSTABILITIES

In sections IV and V we have examined the conditions for radiative instability and/or

overstability and the subsequent quasilinear and/or the nonlinear time evolution of such instabilities

toward the corresponding quasilinear and/or the nonlinear radiative steady state. However, the

instabilities discussed here are a consequence of the induced emission exceeding the absorption

which in turn is a consequence of the "inverted population" of the statistical states. Hence, these

instabilities may be appropriately called the "causal or kinetic,' iqstabilities. That is, the growth

. ratesof these instabilities are a consequence of the causality principle and thus depend on the

difference in population of states or on the slope of the particle distribution function. In other

. words, the growth rates of these instabilities are determined by the imaginary or the anti-Hermitian

part of the causal dielectric tensor appropriate to the system under study. However, it should be

emphasized that in contrast to the conventional inverse Landau damping which aepends on the

slope of the particle distribution function in the direction of its wave vector k at and around its

phase velocity Vp= c_, the inverse cyclotron damping under study doesnot depend on the slope

of the perpendicular distribution function f.l.(V.i.) as can be seen by integrating by parts the

expression for %,,but depends sensitively on the slope of _ the parallel distribution function at

and around the cyclotron phase velocity vpiz = [(ca- mcaci)/kll]iz via the conventional cyclotron
overstability terms of the standardhot plasma theory. The physical reason for this, as seen from

Eqs. (3) and (4), is that the particle-wave resonance condition is _ on the parallel distribution

function and is totally independent of the nature of the perpendicular distribution function. This

again is a consequence of the fact that the Doppler shift is determined by the conservation of total

energy and the conservation of _ the parallel canonical momentum for the cyclotron emission

• andabsorptionprocessesunderconsideration.

Thesecausalorkineticinstabilitiescanofcoursebeconvectivvorabsoluteinnature.54Inthe

" formalism outlined here we have used the temporal photon master equation to describe the growth

or damping in time of the electromagnetic waves everywhere in the plasma volume under
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consideration. Hence we are in principle assuming that the instability is absolute in nature, i.e., a

growing disturbance that does not propagate. However, convective instabilities describing

growing disv._u'bancesthat propagate can also be analyzed using the spatial master equations of

nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. In contrast to these causal or kinetic instabilities, which are

determined by the anti-Hermitian part K a ffi(2i) -1 [K - K +] of the system's dielectric tensor K,

one can also have hydrodynamic instabilities which are determined only by the Hermitian pan

Kh = (1/2) [K + K+] and the noncansal plasma dispersion relation
L

_x(_xE) + Kh.E = 0, (78)

where _ = ck/co is the vector index of refraction of the system under study. These hydrodynwn/c

instabilities can be obtained by seuing the secular de_t of Eq. (78) equal to zero. In the cold

plasma theory K h is the cold plasma dielectric tensor as found in Stix, 24 for example. But in

general, Kh is the Hermitian pan of the hot plasma dielectric tensor which contains all the finite

Larmor radius effects. The Hermitian part K h and the anti-Hermitian pan Ka are, of course,

related by the well-known Kran_rs-Kronig relation._ so as to satisfy the laws of causalivy. In

solving the noncausal _ion relation of the secular de_t equal to zero of Eq. (78), we

can either assume a real k and look for complex coor assume a real coand solve for the complex k.

These solutions in general will give either growing or damped waves and such growing solutions

are the ones that give rise to these hydrodynamic instabilities. These hydrodynamic instabilities

depend only on the Hermitian part, Kh, while the causal or kinetic instabilities depend only on the

anti-Hermitian part, Ka, of the system's dielectric tensor K. That is, these instabilities can be

understood in terms of the hydrodynamic conservation law equations for the mass, momentum,

energy density, etc., which are obtained by taking the various velocity moments of the equations of

the kinetic theory, and are, hence, independent of the detailed nature such as the shapes and slopes

of the particle distribution functions. Here again, these hydrodynamic instabilities can, of course,

be either conveqtive (i.e., a growing disturbance that propagates) or _[_solute (a growing

disturbance that does no¢propaga_) in nature. The well-known example of the distinction between

the kinetic and hydrodynamic instability is in the nature of the familiar beam-plasma two stream

instability.55,56,45 If the beam is a "gentle bump," then the instability is causal or kinetic and the

growth rate is determined by the conventional inverse Landau damping 55 which is linear in the

ratio of the beam density to the plasma density (nb/ne). However, if the beam is monoenergetic

and is not a "gentle bump," then the instability is hydrodynamic in nature56 and the growth rate is

proportional to (hb/he)I/3 and is not detqrmined by the familiar inverse Landau damping. It is

shown in Ref. 56 that the hydrodynamic instability resulting from the interaction of a plasma with a

monoenergctic beam in the course of time evolves into a kinetic or causal instability which then
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evolves towards the quasilinear :rod/orthe nonfinear steady state. That is, the feedback effect of

the unstable oscillations retards the beam and increases its temperature and thus the initially

" monoenergetic beam evolves into a "gentle bump." The initial evolution of the monoenergetic

beam-plasma system towards a gentle bump condition is given by a hydrodynamic description

- while the f'mal evolution from this gentle bump condition towards the quasiUnear steady state is

given by the kinetic description. Thus the eventual steady state is the kinetic quasilinear and/or

nonlinear steady state regardless of whether the initial instability is "hydrodynam/c" or "kinetic or

causal" in nature. I_'re we have only examined the causal or kinetic instabRities which are driven

by the inverse cyclotron dampin; in K a. In a subsequent paper we will try to examine the

consequences of the hydrodynamic instabilities of Eq. (78) due to K h in the neighborhood of ion

cyclotron harn_nics.

VII. SOME NUMERICAL ESTIMA_ FOR TYPICAL TOKAMAK PARAMETERS

We now wish to makc some approximate nmrerical estimates of the power emission both by

the fusion product protons and alpha particles, a_d by the bacl-ground deu_rium plashes ions in

their ion cyclotron range of fi_uencles and at the proton spin-trip _sonance f_.quency for typical

tokamak parameters such as those of'IWIR and JET. In all the experiments done on TV FR, the

plasma was dominated by the DD fusion reactions of Eq. (1)_ This is also true for th_ _ld_r JET

experiments. However, in the recent JET experiments, the pr!,eamawas docfinate# by the DT

fusion reactions of EXt.(2a), i.e., these discharges had a plasma composition ratio (T to D + T

density) of about 11%. It is shown elsewhere57 that for th_ pxcsent plasma conditions in TFTR

and JET, the burnup fraction of 1 MeV tritons is appm_imAt¢ly 1%. This implies that in DD

fusion reaction dominated plasmas, the fusion product protons and tritons are of equal number

density (hp = n0, and the alpha particle density na _, 10"2 np. Further, since the two primary
reactions of Eq. (1) occur with equal probability, in these DD reaction dominated plasmas ther_

will be an equal number of 3I-Ieparticles. We will see later that it is _ the protons and alpha

particles that have velocitks _ than the Alfven _ and, consequently, are capable of emitting

equally intense harmonics at their corresponding cyclotron frequencies. Hence, for these DD

fusion reaction dominated plasmas, the contribution to PICE is mainly from the protons (at nalc.p)
with a 1% contribution from the alpha particles (at mmc¢z = maV.d). Since the ratio of the cross-

. sections 58 for the reaction DT to those of the, reaction DD is approximately equal to 102, in DT

fusion reaction dominated plasmas the main contribution to PICE is from the alpha particles (at

mfOca= mfOcd)withabout1% contributionfromtheprotons.Thatis,theratio[PICEfromaIl:_ha
¢

particles/PICEfromprotons]isaboutI0-2forDD fusionreactiondominatedplasmas(H_-IRand

I IIi,IIII II l
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the older JET data) and is about 102 for the DT fusion reaction dominated plasmas (recent JET

results). Further, it is apparent that ff the observed broader background continuum component of

the specu'nm (of Fig. 1) is due to the proton spin-flip emission in the DD fusion reaction dominated

plasmas, then such emission should be down by a factor of about 104 in the corresponding DT

fusion reaction dominated plasmas. That is, the ratio [PBBC_C_ for the DT fusion reaction

dominated plasmas is about 10-4 × [PBBcC/PICE] of the corresponding DD fusion reaction

dominated plasmas, where PBBCC is the muff integrated power in the broader background

continuum component of the emission spectrum. With this in mind, we will present our PICE

estimates only for the fusion product protons since similar estimates apply equally well for the

alpha partick:s, and the correct combination can easily be worked out for the DD and the DT fusion

zeactio, dominated plasmas.

A. Chosen typical plasma parameters and relevant geometrical considerations

We take the following tokamak plasma parameter conditions: The background plasma is of

deuterium io:_ with ne ffini = nd - 5 x 1013 cm-3 and Tie - Tile ,, T.Li = TIli = T - 5 keV, the

direc_._ cne_'gy of the newly born fusion protons Ep = (MpV21_) - 3 MeV and the amount of

t_termal spt_ad iCTp in the fusion proton directed energy Ep according to Brysk59 is

(i',Tp) ,, (TiEp)l/2 m 120 kev for the background deuterium ion tempermme Ti ,, 5 keV, the

tokamaks major radius RO ,- 2.65 m, the plasma major radius Rp - 2.45 m, the _lasma minor

radius ap - 80 cm, the minor radius of the tokamak's vacuum vessel aO - 1.2 m, the major radius

of the :eso_:ant -_,c!otron layer is Rc ,, (Rp + ap) - 3.25 m, the confuting magnetic field

B -4.45 T = 4.45 × !_4 Gauss at R = RO, and the fraction of the newly born

proton population is I] = (np/ni) = [np/(n d + np)]. The scrape-off plasma layer radius

ase - (ap + ].5) cm- 95 c_n, i.e., the scrape-off layer is from ep to ase. At the plasma radius ap,
ne - ni = nd = 1.0 × 1012 cre-3, and Tc - Ti - I00 eV. In the scrape-off plasma the density and

temperatm_:profiles are exponential with an e-folding length of about 2.5 cm. In general, both in

TFTR and JET, the e_ntally observed cyclotron resonance layer Rc is located in the scrape-

off layer plasma, i.e., (Rp + Sp) < Rc < (Rp + ase ). We will also examine the situation of the

injection of a neutral beam of hydrogen of energy Eb ,, I00 keV into this background deuterium

plasma.

Thus at the plasma center (Rp), the electron cyclotron frequency (_x) - 1.35 × 1011 Hz,
q

I:he proton cyclotron frequency (¢Ocp/2_)- 73.34 MHz, the deuteron cyclotron frequency

(mcd/2X) = 36.67 MHz, the proton spin-flip resonant frequency (O_sp/2_) -- (gpCOcp/2)

5.59 × 36.67 MHz - 205 MHz. At the outer low-field side plama edge (Rc - Rp + ap),

(U_ceJ2_)= 1.02 × 101 1 Hz, (COcp/27t) _ 55.29 MHz, (COcd/2X) = 27.64 MHz, and
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(O_sp/2_)= 154.5 MHz. The plasma dielectric coefficient for Alfven waves
C = K h = _t2 = (4_ndMdc2/B2)= 815.7, i.e., the Alfven wave index of refraction l_ = 28.56

" and hence the Alfven wave phase velocity VA = (ca/k) = 1.05 x 109 cm/sec. It should be noted

that the "dressing" factor l9, 20 C = l_2 comes from the eigenmode Fourier analysis of the

. electromagnetic (wave) field energy inside the whole tokamak plasma, i.e., the box of volume L3

under consideration in Eqs. (3), (4), and (21). Hence, the Alfven wave index of refraction _tand

the corresponding Alfven wave phase velocity VA are to be taken as average values for the entire

plasma column, _ of the location of the resonant emitting layer. That is, even if the

remnant layer is in the scrape-off region of the plasma where the ion density nd is very very low,

we must use this average value of g - 28.56, and not the locally evaluated value of g 0_ (n_n/B),

for our emission calculations everywhere. Here, we are using a particle-orbit analysis, and the

global features of the background medium enter via this "dressing" factor C. In the usual kinetic

dispersion theory analysis, the Alfven wave dispersion co = k VA comes naturally as an average

global quantity for the eigenmodes of the plasma column. The velocity of the 3 MeV protons is

Vp- 2.39 x 109 cm/sec, i.e., (Vp/V A) - 2.28, the velocity of the 3.6 MeV alpha particle is
V(_ - 1.31 x 109 cm/sec, i.e., O/o/VA) - 1.2.5, the velocity ofTi = 5 keV deuterium plasma ions

• is vd - 6.9 × 107 cre/see, i.e., (vd/V A) - 0.0656, the thermal spread speed of protons

Vp= (2)¢Tp/Mp)l/2 = 3.38 x 108 cre/see for Tp - 60 keV, i.e., (vp/V A) - 0.322. The electron

plasma frequency (_e/2x),, 6.35 x 1010 Hz for no - 5 x 1013 cm-3, the deuterium ion

plasma frequency (Opd/2_) - 1.048 x 109 Hz, the proton ion plasma frequency (mpp/2x) - 1.482

x 109 x 111/2 Hz, and we will make use of the relations (Md/2)= Mp = 1837.05 Me and

(Mec2) = 0.511 MeV. The velocity of the neutral hydrogen beam at energy Eb = 100 keV is Vb =

4.364 x 108 cm/sec, i.e., (Vb/V A) = 0.42.

If Amis the full width at half maximum of the cyclotron emission lines, then the width in major

radius of this emitting resonant layer is AR c - Rc (Aaf/co) since the cyclotron frequency

C0ci = B = R-I. The chordal vertical height of this resonant layer plasma

.2[a_ c . (Rc . Rp)2] 1/2. 2 [a_ - s_], and the total circular length of this resonant layer

- 2_R c. Hence the emitting plasma volume contained in this resonant layer

(AVol.) ,, (2=Rc) (ARc) (2[a_c - a_]l/2), 4=Rc2 [a_- a_]l/2 (AcaRa) - 6.80 x 107 x (Ata/ca)

cm3. The in,real surface area of the tokamak's vacuum vessel S ,, (2xR 0) (2ml0) - 1.26 x 106

cm 2, and we will take the collecting area (AS) of the receiving antenna as (AS) ,, 10 cm 2. This
e

value of (AS) seems reasonable for the TFTR data which was taken with small radio-fr_uency

probes. However, the JET results yielding PICE in the range 10-12 at)ICE < 10-5 W reported in

" Refs. 3 and 4 was taken with the large ICRF heating antennas as the ICE receiving probes and

hence for these JET data (AS) is probably a factor of 103 or so higher, i.e.,(AS) = 104 cm 2. If
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P(m) is the emitted power per unit volume from this resonant layer in the m-th harmonic, then the

total power PA(m) collected by the receiving antenna for co= mrrci is PA(m) = P(m) (AVol.)

(AS/S) = P(m) x 5.40 x 102 x (Arr/rr) for TFTR and PA(m) = P(m) x 5.40 x 105 (Arr/rr) for

JET. This analysis applies only for the volume emission processes such as the spontaneous
i

emission when the optical depth z << I. Further, since rbe free-spac._ wave length of the radiation

is large compared to the plasma diameter, we have assumed that the emitted radiation will fall

evenly over the entire inner vacuum vessel surface.

If the optical depth "c>> 1 and ff the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium, it is no longer a

volume emission and the system emits as a black-body from the front surface of the

resonant (black-body) layer Rc. Then the power received by the antenna 4 is

PA(m ) . [K:Tr(rr. mrrci)][ I . p2] (Af) (A_) (AS), where p is the voRage reflection coefficient

at the antenna-plasma interface and (At'), (At_), and (AS) are the receiver bandwidth, antenna solid

angle, and the antenna area, respectively. Here Tr(rr -, _ is the effective radiation temperaan_,

and as derived in Eq. (56) it is equal to T.Li at complete _ynamic equilibrium. This effective

radiation temperature formula for PA(m) is also applicable to nonequilibrium systems as long as

the emission under study is a surface emission and the optical depth _ remains very much larger

than unity. However, if the system under study behaves as a laser or a maser it is not clear how

the total power received by the antenna PA(m) is related to the total laser power PL(m) emitted by

the system. Of course, one can always say that PA(m) has to be less than or equal to PL(m).

B. Estimates of single dressed test particle spontaneous emission

Let us first examine the predictions of our calculations of spontaneous emission. We must, of

course, assume that z << 1 and this is a volume emission. According to our Eq. (10), for

example, we find that the spontaneous emission from the fusion protons

P(1)-11 × 4.98 × 10 -8 W cm-3 for the region near Rc - Rp + ap, or equivalently,

1.66 × 10-20 W per proton. Since the emission is proportional to <v2_>, we note that the

equivalent alpha particle emission Pa(m) can be obtained by multiplying the corresponding proton

emission Pp(m) by the factor [(3.6 MEV/3 MeV)(Mp/Mo_)] ffi0.3. Here, 0 = 0, k =kili z,

rr - kVA = kliVA, and the Doppler broadening (Ao)) - 2 kll(2K:Tp/Mp) 1/2. That is,

(AaVrr)- 2 (2_T_pV2) I/2 - 0.645. Hence PA(1) - 5.40 × 105 × 11× 4.98 × 10-8 × 0.645 W

= 11× 1.73 × 10-2 W, and PA(m > 2) - 0 for JET and is a factor of 103 lower for TFTR. Thus,

for example, when the fractional proton (and/or alpha particle) population _ - 10-4, then

PA(l) = 1.73 × I0 "6 W. This amount of power is in reasonable agreement with those

e_nmlly observed4 in JET but the theoretically expected Doppler width (Ao)/co)is larger than

the experimentallyobservedlinewidths.Further,at0 = O,k.l"= O,and,hence,we can only
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accountfortheemissionatthefundamentalproton(and/oralphaparticle)cyclotronfrequency.

Thereisnoemissionathigherharmonicswithoutafinitevalueofk.L.ltshouldbe notedthatthe

• result of Eq. (10) is exactly the classical electrodynamics formula for the total emission from an

acceleratedchargeina medium ofindexofrefractiong as(g2q_a2/3c3),whereforthecircular

- cyclotronmotion theaccelerationa = (v2x/pL)=(v.l./PL)(PLo)ci)--(o)civ2.). For finite

k2.= k sin0,itisseenfromEq.(12)that

P(m+l) " (m+1)'2 (m sin 0)2 [< (vAV£_>]P(m) ' (79)

where for 3 MeV protons [<(V.l./VA)2>] - (VFrVA) 2" (2.28)2" 5.20. Thus from Eq. (79) we
see that the approximate angle 0 m at which P(m + I) = P(m) is given by

sin em _ m+l (80)2.28 m "

Thus for m = 1, 2, and 3, 0m takes the approximate vaJues 61.30 °, 41.15 °, and 35.80 °,

• respectively. A more rigorous estimate of these angles can be obtained from the results found in

Eqs. (16) and (17). For these angles the second, third, and the fourth harmonics, respectively, are

. as intense as the fundamental. Indeed, it is seen from Eq. (79) that ff [<(v 2./VA)2>]1/2 is larger

than [1 + (l/m)], there always exists a 0m between zero and r,,/2 for which the (m + 1)-th

harmonic win have the same emission intensity as that of the m-th harmonic. Thus we see that the

spontaneous emission from the fusion product protons can account for ali the cyclotron harmonic

emission at frequencies co= m0)cp, where 1 < m _gm 0 such that m0o)cp is less than the lower
hybrid frequency O)LH. These conclusions can be verified and substantiated by the explicit results

of Eqs. (13) to (17) and the plots of Fig.2.

Let us now use Eqs. (10) and (12) to estimate the spontaneous emission from the deuterium

ions of the background plasma. From F,q. (10) we obtain that P(1) = 3.46 x 10-10 W cm-3 and

(A_O)) _, 2(Vd_A) - 0.131 for the background deuterium ions. Hence the total power collected

by thereceivingantennaatthefundamentaldeuteriumcyclotronfrequencyo)cd= (o)cp/2)is
PA(l)s 5.40x 103 x 3.46x 10"10x 0.131W - 2.45x 10-5W andPA(m _ 2)- 0 forJET and

isa factorof103 lowerforTFTR. Thisamountofpowerisinreasonableagreementwiththat

experimentallyobserved4 inJET. However,forthesedeuteriumionsofthebackgroundplasma

[<(v 2./VA)2>]1/2 _, 0.0656. Hence from Eq. (79), [P(m+l)/P(m)] _ (m + 1)-2 (m sin 0) 2

" (0.0656)2 _ [m sin 0/(m + 1)]2 x 4.30 x 10-3 < 4.30 x 10-3. Thus the intensity of successive

harmonics of the deterium cyclotron emission should decrease by at least a factor of hundred or
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more. These conclusions can be verified and substantiated by the explicit results of Eqs. (12),

(14), (17), (36), and (37). Thus the experimentally observed emission at co = C0cd can be
a

accounted for by the direct spontaneous emission by the deuterium ions of the background plasma.

However, the emission at the second and higher harmonics of COcdcannot be accounted for by

such direct spontaneous emission by the deuterium ions.

We now wish to make an estimate of the direct spontaneous spin-flip emission from these

fusion product protons. For this purpose we will make use of Eq. (27), and since

<GI>,, (1/4)<(v.I./VA)2>- (1/4) (2.28) 2 - 1.30, we find from Eq. (27) that

[Ps(+I)/P(1)] - 4.37 x 10-24. That is, the direct spontaneous spin-flip emission by the fusion

protons is a factor of at least 10-23 lower than the corresponding direct spontaneous fundamental

cyclotron emission by these protons. Hence the direct spontaneous spin-flip emission from the

fusion product protons cannot account for the experimentally observed broader background

continuum component of the spectrum in TFTR, despite the fact that this continuum component

exists roughly over the frequency range for which the proton spin-flip resonance is within the

plasma, see Fig. 1.

C. Estimates of black-body emission

We will now turnour attention to numerical estimates of our theoretical formulae of Sec. III on

the linear[zed theory of the radiative steady state. At thermodynamic equilibrium, this radiative

steady state is the state of radiative equilibrium. That is, the radiation field inside the medium (i.e.,

the field oscillators) is in complete thermodynamic equilibrium with the radiating particles (i.e., the

particle osciUators). At this steady state the classical equipartition theorem should be valid, i.e., the

energyperdegreeoffreedomshouldbeequaltok-'I'/2.Sincetheemissionandabsorptionofthese

cyclotronharmonicwavesisduetothefinitesizeoftheionLarmororbits,itistheperpendicular

motionoftheionsthatisinradiativeequilibriumwithitsown radiationfield.Thisperpendicular

ionmotionhastwo degreesoffreedom,onecorrespondingtomotionalongthex-axisandthe

othertothemotion along the y-axis.The energyof thesetwo degreesof freedomis

2(zT.Li/2)= _:T.Li.Henceaccordingtotheclassicalequiparlitiontheoremtheeffectiveradiation

temperm'tneTrmustequalT.liatthisradiativeequilibrium,i.e.,thewave energydensitye = firr

isinequipartitionwiththeionperpendicularenergydensity_:T.l.i.Similarly,atradiative

equilibriumforspin-flipemissionandabsorption,theeffectiveradiationtemperatureTr shouldbe

equaltoitseffectivespintemperatureTs.ThesearetheresultsfoundinourEqs.(56)and(59),

respectively. Also in Eqs. (49) ahd (52), we may write (S_b{[SmJm]2}/_Sm) = w

(2_{[SrnJm]2}/_S 2) = {(2/S 2) [SmJm]2} and (S_ _{[SmJm]2/2}/_Sm)= {(2/S 2) [SmJm]2/2},

then the results of these Eqs. (49) and (52) both reduce to yield KTr = (MiV2/m 2) ($2m/2) =
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(MiV_/m2) (m2Vi2/2VeA)= (MiVi2/2), i.e., the radiation field energy is in equipartition with the

particle kinetic energy.
a

If the system is in radiative equilibrium then the power it will emit into a receiving antenna with

a bandwidth Af is PA = [gTr Al] = [(g:Trmcoci/2g) (Ac0/c0)] = [1.602 x 10-19 x (mcoci/2_)
a

(Ac0/cO)]W per eV, where we have used the fact that ta = mcoci, and m is the harmonic number.

Thus the black-body emission from the 3 MeV protons with (coci/2x) =, 55.29 MHz is

PA = [2.66 x 10.5 m (AcO/cO)]W. If we now take the experimental value of (Ac0/co)= 0.05, then

PA = [1.33 x 10.6 m] W. This emission increases linearly with the harmonic number m if

(Aco/co) is a constant. This is a huge amount of power compared to the early experimentally

observed vaLues4 from JET in the range 10-12 < PICE g 10"9 W. But recent JET measurements

reported by Sadler 4 gives this new range as 10"11 g PICE < 10"5 W. However, for these recent

measurements the total neutron source rate is also accordingly much higher. That is, 1012 < total

neutron source rate < 1018 sec"1 for the recent JET measurements compared to their old range of

1010 < total neutron source rate _; 1013 sec-1. Thus it appears that in the JET experiments the

emission from the fusion product protons and alpha particles is a volume emission due to the single

particle spontaneous emission which is proportional to the fusion product number density, and is

not a coUective black-body surface emission from the antenna viewing face of the resonant layer

which _ depends on the surface temperature and is totally independent of the fusion product
I.

number density. We wish to point out that although the YET results show a remarkable linear

correlation between the measured second harmonic ICE peak power and the measured total neutron

flux over six orders in magnitude, the TFTR results do not show such a clear cut correlation

between the amplitude of the n = 2 ICE peak and the fusion product number density. However,

for black-body emission from the 5 keV deuterium ions of the background plasma we fred that

PA " [2.21 x 10.8 m (Aco/co)] W with (coci/2_) - 27.64 MHz. Thus on making use of the

experimental value of (Ao_co) - 0.05, we get PA" [1.105 x 10-9 nn] W, a value that is similar to

the experimental observations. Now in the case of fusion product proton spin-flip emission, the

spin te_ Ts is most likely to be equal to its translational temperatureTv. Only in solid state

physics Ts can differ significantly from Tr. In general, in any decay processes, the daughter

products has to inherit at least the thermal spread of their parent particles owing to the intrinsic

conservation laws of both the energy and momentum in the microscopic level. However, Brysk 59

. has shown that the mean thermal spread gTp in the fusion proton directed energy Ep = 3 MeV is

given by (2Tp) = [4MpTiEp/(M p + MT)]1/2 = (TiEp) 1/2 _ 120 keV for the reaction of Eq. (1),

where Ti is the temperature of the backgrOund deuterium plasma ions and Mp and MT = 3 Mp are
the masses of the proton and the triton, respectively. Hence, it follows from Eqs. (1) and (2) that

the fusion product protons will carry the thermal spread Tp of about 60 keV (from the background
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deuterium plasma ions of Ti = 5 keV) superimposed on their directed energy of 3 MeV. That is,

Ts - Tv - "rp - 60 keV. Thus the black-body proton spin-flip emission will be almost (60/5) = 12 8

timeslargerthantheblack-bodycyclotronemissionfromthebackgrounddeuterium plasmaions.

Here from Eq. (18),COsp= gpcocd,and experimentallyone findsthatforthebackground

continuum spectrum(Aco/c0)=I,we obtaintheblack-bodyspin-flipemissionpower as

PA _ 1.48x 10-6W. By usingatriangularapproximationtothebroaderbackgroundcontinuum

componentoftheTFTR spectrumofFig.I,we findthatthetotalintegratedpower inthis

continuumcomponentisPBBCC = [(2x 10-10W) (600MHz/2)]/(300kHz)= 2 × 10-7W,

wherewe haveusedthefactthatthebandwidthzM"oftheTFTR receiveris300kHz.Thuswe see

thattheblack-bodyspin-flipemissionpower issomewhat largerthanwhat isobserved

experimentally.

D. Estimatesof opticaldepths

It is now of interest to us to carefully examine whether the systems studied above can indeed

reachthestateofradiativeequilibrium.Ingeneral,anysystemcanreacharadiativesteadystateif

andonlyfftheself-absorptionoftheseradiationsby thesystemisalmosttotallycomplete.That

is,theopticaJ,depth_ofthesystemfortheseradiationfieldsmustbeverymuch largerthanunity.

Hence we now wishtomake numericalestimatesofz ofEqs.(48),(5I),(55),and (58),i.e.,we

needtoknow thevaluesof_forcyclotronharmonicemissionbothfromthebackgrounddeuterium

ionsandfromthefusionproductprotonsandalsozfortheprotonspin-flipemission.Since_ will

takeitslargestvalueneartheplasmacenter,we willonlyexaminethiscaseofRc = Rsp = Rp. On

making use of the parameter numbers presented earlier we find that Yd = Y = (xRc_pi/2g2coci VA)

,,, [1.121 x 102] for the deuterium background plasma, and Yp - ¢IY = [1.121 x 102 x 11] for the

fusion product protons. For S2m<< 1, Eq. (36) yield [<Gin>] " m2Im( sQ'2)[1 + (Vz/VA) 2] =

m2(m2m/ml)(1/2m)(Vd_A)2m[1 + (VzfqA)2]. Thus the approximate form of Eq. (55) becomes

= (Yd/m)(2/m2)( VA/vd)2[<Gm>] ,,, {Yd[m(2m- 1)/na! 2(m"1)][(Vd/VA)(2m-2)] [1 + (Vz/VA) 2] }.

Hence assuming Vz << VA for m = 1, _ - Yd = 1.121 x 102; for m = 2, _ _ 2Y d (0.0656) 2 =,

0.965; and for m - 3, x * 3Yd (3/2)3 (Vd/VA)4 = 2.10 x 10.4. For the background deuterium

plasma s_ = (mvd/VA) 2 = m2(0.0656) 2 - 4.30 m 2 x 10.3 << 1 for m << (0.0656) "1 ,_ 15.24.

Thus the background deuterium plasma is totally black and opaque for the fundamental, is gray

for the second harmonic, 16 and is optically thin for the third and ali other higher
.0

harmonics. In Eqs. (48) and (51), for our rough estimates, we may write

(S_{[SmJm]2}/_S m ) = (20{[SmI'm]2}[_S 2) = [(2/SZm) {[SmJm]2}] -- 2 and
0 m

(S_ _{[SmJm]2/2}/C)Sm)= 1, since the maximum values of Jm and Jm are of order

one. Then for fusion product protons, we obtain from these equations that
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x = (Yp/m) -'- (flY/m) =' [1.121 x 102 x rl/m]. Thus for _ < 10"2, x < 1. Hence in present

expex_r:Jaents,the contribution from fusion product protons to the optical depth x can be neglected.

• In Eq. (58) the factor [(g_/8) (fak/MpVA)] = [(_t2/2) (gp/2)3 (faO_cp/Mpc2)] = 2.165 x 10-12,

where we have made use of Eq. (18) and the relation _ = c/VA. Thus we conclude from F-xi.(58)

- that the optical depth • for the proton spin-flip emission and absorption is always considerably less

than unity. Hence the spin-flip emission cannot build up to its black-body value.

E. Estimates of beam driven cyclotron overstability conditions

It is clear from Eq. (61) that if the total distribution function f(vl, v.i.) can be decomposed as a

product f.l.(V.i.)fll(Vll),then by doing an integration by parts over dv.i" it is relatively easy to show

that the sign of the net result for T is not at ali sensitive to the sign of the slope [_f±(vx)/_j

anywhere in the range 0 < vi < **. The physical reason for this is that the particle-wave resonance

occurs only in the parallel velocity distribution function and not on the perpendicular velocity

distribution function. Thus the instability condition of Eq. (62) primarily comes from the familiar

cyclotron overstability terms 18,24 of the conventional hot plasma theory. 24 Thus we need large

drift velocities along the parallel (and not the perpendicular) direc_on to produce overstability

" conditions. For co- mCOcior mCOsp,we need a large enough drift velocity Vz such that

(VzfVA) > (Tllifrli) or (Tvfr s) for the cyclotron and the spin-flip instabilities, respectively. For

- example, with a tangential neutral 100 keV hydrogen beam injection we have

(Vz/VA) = (Vb/VA)_ 0.42. Then for cyclotron instability we need to have a temperature

anisotropy such that (Tlli/T.Li) < 0.42. It is not clear whether such temperature anisotropies exist in

Ohmic and/or auxiliary heated tokamak plasmas. A somewhat similar temperature anisotropy was

previously observed in the Model C Stellarator plasmas. 60

F. Estimates of spin-flip laser emission

In the case of spin-flip resonance, one can have the spin-flip overstability due to drifts as in F-xi.

(66) or one can have an instability due to a direct inversion of the statistical population of the spin-

up and the spin-down states as in F.xt.(63). Indeed at the quasilinear steady state Fs(m) = [fs(ms)

- fs(-ms)] ,, O,i.e., the populations of the spin-up and the spin-down states are equal to each other,

and the spin-flip excitation energy density is enhanced above its black-body thermal equilibrium

value of _1"by the factor [3of F.xl.(77). For the fusion product protons with the thermal spread in

" energy Tp = 60 keV, we obtain [3= 11× 1.96 × 105 if ali these protons were initially statistically
inverted, i.e., Fs° = 1. Since the black-body thermal equilibrium value of KI"is independent of xi, it

" is apparent that this spin-flip laser emission of _I" is linear in the fusion product proton density.

This result is consistent with the TFTR experimental observation that the "broad continuum
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component" of the spectrum of Fig. 1 does follow the time evolution
of the neutron flux over about 2.5 orders of magnitude. Further, we showed

o

earlier that for Ts = Tv = Tp = 60 keV and (Am/m)= 1, the black-body spin-flip

emission power PA _" 1.48 × 10 -6 W. Hence, the spin-flip laser emission power

P sL _ 13 PA = Tlx 1.96 × 1.48× 10-1 W = 0.29 _ W. For an 11 of 10-6 ,

PsL = 2.9 × 10"7 W. This is in good agreement with the integrated power in the "broader

background continuum component" of the TFTR spectrum of Fig. 1, i.e., we showed earlier that

for this Fig. 1, PBBCC = 2 × 10-7 W.

It is apparent that there is -,,Isoa broader background continuum component of the emission

speeman in the older JE'I' data of Refs. 3 and 4 which were taken with DD fusion reaction

dominated plasmas. Let us now specifically concentrate on the dam in Fig 1 of Cottrell, Lallia, ct.

al. of Ref. 4. For this JET data, B = 2.6 T, nd = ne - 1.5 x 1013 em "3, T i = 2 keV, and

11= 2 × 10-8; compared to the chosen values for the above TFTR estimate as: B = 4.8 T,

n d = ne = 5 × 1013 cm "3, Ti = 5 keV, and rl - 10"6. It is reiatively easy to show from

Eq. (77) that the spin-flip laser enhancement factor 13*- (TIB/ndl/2). Thus the theoretically

expected spin-flip laser power for this JET data is PsL " (2.9 x 10-7 W) x (2 x 10-8/10 -6)

(2.6T/4.81 T) (5/1.5) 1/2 - 5.72 x 10-9 W. From the 2 keV black-body plot of their Fig. 1,

we find that 28 <2coed < 65 MHz and the bandwidth Af of their receiver as

Ai",, (5 x 10-12 W)/[(1.6 x 10 -19) (2 x 103)/2] ,, 3.125 x 104 Hz, where we have used

their relation that the black-body power PBB = (1/2) _ Al. Here the factor 1/2 comes from the

fact that their antenna receives only one polarization. Thus for their plasma conditions, the spin-

flip frequency cosp lies in the range 78 < (cosp - 5.59 COed)< 182 MHz. Their data of Fig. 1
only goes up to 100 MHz. If we now extrapolate their data to 182 MHz and make a triangular

approximation to the broader background continuum component of the specman in the above cosp

range, we find that the total integrated power PBBCC = (5 x 10 -12 W)×

[(182- 78)MHz/2]/(Af)= 8.32 x 10-9 W. Thus the theoretically expected spin-flip laser

power PsL is approximately the same as the extrapolation of their experimentally observed total

integrated power PBBCC in the broader background continuum component of their spectrum for

the spin-flip frequency range of 78 < °)sp < 182 MHz. It should be noted that the Alfven wave
index of refraction p. - CFCA*" (tadI/2/B) is approximately the same for both the _ and the

JET data. For this reason ali our estimates apply equally well for both TFTR and JET results if we

properly take account of the linear scaling differences arising from: (a) the receiving antenna sizes

for single dressed test particle emission estimates, (b) the fractional proton and/or alpha particle

population rl for single dressed test particle and proton spin-flip laser emission estimates, and

(c) the deuterium ion temperature Td for black-body emission estimates.
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But in the recent JET data taken with DT fusion reaction dominated plasmas, as reported in

Fig. 1 by CottreU, Bhamagar, et. al. of Ref. 4, there appears to be no such broader background

continuum component up to about 6¢acd-E. Since the lowest value of the proton spin-flip

frequency rasp = 5.59 O.lcd_E, the proton spin-flip laser emission contribution to the background
e

continuum will occuronly for frequencies above about6COcd_E. Here they state that the central

alpha particle density na is ablaut10.4 of the electron density ne and PICE= 3.1 x 10.6 W.

Hence accordingto our earlierreasoning,the protondensitynp = 10.4 na - 10.8 he. That is, the

protonfractionTlp= 10"8. Note that this theoreticalestimate is only a factorof two smaller than
the experimentalvalue used above for the older JET data. Thus the theoreticallyexpected proton

spin-flip laser power for this new JET data is PsL = (5.72 x 10.9 W)/2 = 2.86 × 10.9 W.
Unfortunately,it is not possible to get an experimental value for PsL from their data of Fig. 1.

However, they do give the experimentalvalue of PICE as 3.1 gW. Hence using this theoretical

value, we find that the ratio [PsL due to protons/Pic E due to alpha particles]

= [2.86 x 10.9 W/3.1 x 10.6 W] = 9.2 x 10-4. According to ourearlierapproximatereasoning
based on the ratio [DTcross-section/ DD cross-section]as 102 and the bum up fractionof I MeV

tritons as 10-2, we expected this ratio [/'sL due to protons/ PICEdue to alphaparticles] to be of
the orderof 10-4 for DT fusionreactiondominatedplasmas. This approximateagreementbetween
half theory and haft experiment for this new JET data is comforting and illustrates the sell

• consistency of ourreasoning.

It may be noted fromEq. (23) that at thermodynamicequilibriumFs(m) = Irs(ms)- fs(-mO] =

[2 cosh(_O_sp/21¢Ts)]- 1 [exp(.msfiC_gTs ) . exp(msfiCasp/g:Ts)] = (1/2) (-2msfi_sp/_:Ts) =

(-msfiC0sp/_To for_COsp<< 1¢Ts. Thus when Ts -->oo,Fs(m) -., 0. It appearstherefore at these
large kinetic temperatureswhere the thermal spread in energy is extremely large comparedto the

spin-flip energy, the spin system under consideration can in principle flip-flop back and forth

between its thermodynamic equilibrium state with Fs(m)= (-msfiCasp/X:Ts)and its quasilinear

radiativesteady state with Fs(m) _ 0. Because of the extremely low value of (fi_x:Tp), such a
flip-flop of the spin system between these two states of minimum entropy production is not

unreasonableon the basis of the allowed energy fluctuations in a canonical ensemble and the
concentration fluctuations in a grand canonical ensemble of statistical mechanics.14 If these

fluctuationlaws of statistical thermodynamics allow such a flip-flop of the spin system, then this

. process can accountfor the observed broaderbackgroundcontinuum componentof the spectrum

covering the frequencyrange for which _e protonspin-flip frequencyCOspis within the plasma.
., For our case, the fusion product density np = _ x 5 x 1013 cre-3 and the resonant layer

volume near the plasma center (AVol.) = 2_Rp ARp 2ase = 4_R_asc(A_/o})
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= 7.17 x 10 7 x (Ao.qc0)cm 3. For the TFTR data of Fig. 1, the experimental value of

(Am/o) = 1 for the background continuum spectrum. Thus the total number of fusion

product protons in this resonant volume is N = Tlx 3.585 x 10 20 . Hence

N-l/2 = rl-1/2 x 5.281 x 10-9. The value of (fiOXsp/g:Tp)= (_gpO_lcTp) " 1.42 x 10" 11

for B = 4.813 T at Rp and KTp =* 60 keV. Assuming that these fusion product protons behave as a
perfect classical gas, it is relatively easy to showl4 that the canonical ensemble energy fluctuations

fe and the grand canonical ensemble concentration fluctuations fn are both given by

f - fe - fn - N" 1/2. Since rl << 1 we see that the statistical fluctuations f in energy and

concentration are both very much larger than the ratio (fio_ffI'p). Hence it appears that the

fluctuations laws of statistical mechanics do indeed allow the possibility for the spin system under

consideration to flip-flop between its thermodynamic equilibrium state and its quasilinear steady

state. From a thermodynamic point of view, both these states are states of minimum entropy

VHL ACCESSIBILITY, MODE CONVERSION AND DECAY INSTABRA'I_

In this section we now wish to make a few qualitative and semiquantitative remarks on wave

accessibility, mode conversion, and parametric decay instabilities. The problem of interest to us

here is the emission, absorption, and propagation of cyclotron harmonic electromagnetic waves

with frequencies co ,, m (0oiwhich are less than the lower hybrid frequency c_tH. This mLHis

given by

(O_i+_i) (81)

Further, since the emission of intense harmonics of almost equal intensity for ali harmonic

numbersm ,_m Owherem0ak-i- _ canonlyoccurffandonlyff(lc±p0 = (k±<v±>/_ islarger

thanunity,we mustprimarilyconsidersituationswherek± > k41.Ifk± ffi0 exactly,thenthereis

onlyfundamentalemissionatco= _ and noemissionatanyharmonicwithm > 2. Indeed,we

aremainlyinterestedinnearperpendicularpropagation.Thus fork±> laland co< _, the

allowedelectromagneticwavesatcthefastAlfvenwaveswiththedispersionrelationo = k VA.

ThusourinterestisinthenearperpendicularpropagatingcyclotronharmonicfastAlfvenwaves.

The firstquestiononemay askisthat,arethesecyclotronharmonicfastAlfvenwavesaccessible

for an outside receiving antenna? The receiving antenna is located in a region of zero or low

plasma density. The plasma is an inhomogeneous plasma which is located in the inhomogeneous
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(l/R)toroidaltokamakB-field,andthecyclotronresonancelayerofinterestappearsinaregionof

relativelyhighdensitywhichisdeepinsidetheplasma.We may thenaskwhetherthiscyclotron
D

harmonicwaveemitteddeepinsidetheplasmawillinfactreachtheoutsideantennaorwhetherthe

wave willbereflectedbackintotheplasmaatsomeregionofintermediatedensityandthuswill

" neverreachthereceivingantennalocatedoutsidetheplasma.Ifno suchintermediatereflection

occurs,we shalls_y_hattheemittingcyclotronresonancelayerisaccessibletoourreceiving

antenna.Sinceourinterestisforco< tai.H,we may make useofthelowerhybridaccessibility

criteriongivenbyGolant61as

 -'ffl>1+
l[t_osZtp+ t_(cosZ9+ MJMd)] I (82)

Here,q)istheanglebetweenB andVn,anditisassumedthatcos2q_<< 1.For cos2tp< Me/M d,

Eq.(82)reducesto

" _ co / " (83)

" while with cos2q> > Me/M d, the condition (ck4Jco)2> 2 becomes sufficient. Stix, 24 in his

Eq. (3-39), gives a more stringent condition (ckl_co)2 > 2(1 + o_o3_e) for cos2q_ < Me/Md, which

according to Golant is not necessary.

For cyclotron harmonic fast Alfven waves co _ k VA, then Eq. (83) becomes

i--_-, >-.,. -`., . =, for _ >> 0_. (84)

For our plasma conditions, the refractive index of the background deuterium plasma is I.t= 28.56.

Hence, F-at. (83) yields cos 0 = kll/k > 0.1871, i.e., 0 < 79.2*. Thus it appears that we need a

large enough kll to have the necessary accessibility while we need a large enough k.t. to have k.t,oi

larger than unity in order to generate almost equal intensity emissions at ali harmonic numbers m,

where 1 < m < mo - mt.a/ol=i. It is interesting to note that (kll/k) > 0.1871 implies a Doppler line

broadening (Ata/co) ,, 2 l_l(2KT/Mp)ltz/kV_ > 0.0851 for T = Tp _ 60 keV. The experimentally
observed 3 line width in JET is (Ao!/o_)= 0.05 and in TFTR it is 0.005. Thus, it appears that the

observed emission may not have large enough kll so as to satisfy the necessary condition for the

accessibility of the lower hybrid resonaaace if the thermal spread of the fusion product protons is
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the Brysk's value Tp = 60 keV. It may also be noted that for 3 MeV protons in a toroidal field

of B = 3.628 T at Rc = Rp + ap, the Larmor radius for TFTR is pp = 6.88 cre. For JET with

B = 2.6 T, pp = 9.6 cm. Hence, the line width (ACo/CO)due to the R" 1 tokamak B-field

hlhomogeneity over the proton's Larmor orbit is (Ao_/CO)= (2pp/Rc) = 0.0423 since Re = 325 cm

for TFTR. For JET with Rc = 3.9 m, (ACO/CO)= 0.049. Thus the observed line width in JET may

also be due to this field inhomogeneity. However, in TFTR it is not clear how the observed line

width can be lower than that caused by the field inhomogeity over the Larmor orbit.

For our background deuterium plasma conditions, (COcdC0_>> (CO_d+ ¢0_), where we have

used the suffLx d in piace of the suffix i to denote the deuterium ions. Hence from Eq. (81),

, (CO_+ _ 1/2. For the proton cyclotron harmonic emission at the fiequency CO- mo_, the

emitting cyclotron resonance layer at Rcpwill be accessible to the receiving antenna in vacuum at

RA if this Rcp-resonance layer is located between the antenna and the lower hybrid resonance layer

RLHdfor the background deuterium plasma, i.e., for an antenna located in the outer midplane low-

field edge side, RLHa< Rep< RA. In general, for a cylindrical tokamak plasma (with B = R-1),

the emitting cyclotron resonance volume centered at the major and minor radius point (1%,r¢)will

be accessible to the outside receiving antenna in vacuum if this resonance volume is located outside

the lower hybrid layer, i.e., if the point (Re,rc) lie in between the lower hybrid layer and the

vacuum vessel. The major and minor radius point (Rc,rc) at which the ion density is such that the

deuterium lower hybrid resonance layer is equal to the proton cyclotron resonance layer must

satisfy the relation

[COcp(Rcj'c)]2 ffi[2 taut(Rc,rc)]2 = ¢_H (Rc,rc) ffi[CO2(I_,rc) + 03_d(Rc,rc)] • (85)

Hence for near perpendicular (i.e., 0 - _/2) emission to be accessible to the outside receiving

antenna, most of the emission must come from the critical ion density layer ni(Rc,rc) of Eq. (85).

That is, this critical lower hybrid layer of the background plasma deuterium ions (Rorc) is such

that

3 [COcd(RC¢c)]2= [copd(Re,rc)]2 • (85a)

Stated differently, the locus of this critical major and minor radius point (Re,r c) of Eqs. (85) and

(85a) defines an "approximately" cylindrical "closed surface shell" at which

the background deuterium plasnla dielectric coefficient for Alfven waves
41'

KA = I.t2= [4rmi(Rc,rc)Mdc2/B2(Re)] = [0_xi(Re,rc)/COed(Re)]2- 3. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Ali the near perpendicular emission from regions within this "closed surface shell" will not be
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accessible to the receiving antenna located in the outside vacuum, and only those near

perpendicular emissions from plasma regions outside this "closed surface shell" are accessible to

" the receiving antenna. Thus it is quite possible that most of the observed emission comes from the

regions near this "critical resonance layer closed surface shell" defined by the locus of the point

-/ (R_,rc)asa black-bodyemissionforthefundamentalandassingleparticlespontaneousemission

forharmonicnumbersm > 2.SincefordeuteriumionsKA = II.2= 815.7forni= 5 x I013cm-3

andB - 4.183T atRp,_t2= 3 impliesthattheoutermidplanecriticallayerRc isattheveryouter

edgeoftheplasmaatwhichtheiondensityhasfallentoaboutoi(RC)- 1.05× 1011cm-3.Here,

we haveusedthefactthatII.2 = [ni(Rc,r¢)/B2(Rc)]_ [ni(Rc,r¢)R_].For example,takingthe

edgeplasmadensityatRp + apasni- 1.0x I012cm "3andane-foldingdistanceofabout2.5cm

forthescrape-offlayerplasma,ni(Rc)= 1.05x 1011c_ -3yieldthattheresonantlayerislocated

inside the scrape-off region at about 5.65 cm from the outer midplane plasma edge. Indeed, for the

TFTR data of Fig. 1, we find that the apparent emission location is about 4.8 cm on the low-field

side of the outer midplane plasma edge, in agreement with the accessibility predictions of Eq.

(85a). Of course, Eq. (85a) gives us the entire "critical resonance layer closed surface shell." But

it does not tell us that the resonant layer should lie _ in the outer low-field side midplane plasma

" edge.

,$
We emphasize that according to Golant 61 and Stix,24 all the radiations that are emitted by the

fusionproductslocatedinsidethis"criticallower hybridresonanceclosedshell"with

ki_/k< 0.1871(i.e.,thenearperpendicularradiationsintherangeof79.2°< 0 < 90°)cannotcome

outofthisclosedshell,andaretrappedinsidethisapproximatelycylindricallowerhybridclosed

shell.They crisscrossthemain body of theenclosedplasmainteriorundergoingmultiple

reflections at this shell boundary, and hence probably build up to the thermodynamic equilibrium

black-body value even ff x < 1. However, they cannot escape out of Otis shell, and hence cannot

reach the antenna. But the wide angle radiations with l_/k > 0.1871 (i.e., 0 < 0 < 79.2 °) will not

be trapped and pass easily through this lower hybrid shell and reach the receiving antenna. It is

well-known 16 that most of the cyclotron emission power or intensity is contained in the regions

near kH,, 0, and indeed, most of the cyclotron harmonic emission occurs with k = kj. In essence,

these wide angle radiations are simply the wings of the Doppler broadened near perpendicular

• emission lines. These escaping wide angle radiations will contribute to the "broader background

continuum" component of the spectrum. Since _ < 1 for harmonic numbers m > 2, these
,i

,; radiationsarethewingsof thesingle"dressed"testparticleemission.Consequently,their

contributiontothe"broadbackgroundcontinuum"willalsobelinearwiththefusionproduct

dcnsity,inam'cementwiththeexperimentalobscrvationsinTFTR. Any radiationthatoriginatcs
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outside this lower hybrid resonance shell and propagates outward towards the vacuum plasma

boundary will not encounter any lower hybrid accessibility problem.

But the outstanding question concerns the observed localization of the ICE source _ at the

outer midplane edge where the local fusion rate is negligible. It is shown elsewhere 62 that the

radialbirthprofilesofthefusionproductsnp(r)arecentrallypeaked,andmay beapproximatedas

np(r) ,. np(O)(1 - .r. /3

Hence there are no fusion products born in the scrape-off layer where ap < r $ ac. However,

according to Stringer,62 for typical tokamak paran_ter conditions, about half the fusion products

are formed with pitch angles in velocity space such that they are magnetically mirror trapped (i.e.,

with v± > v, e ItR, where e - AB/B - r/lRis the mirror ratio). The radial drift excursions of the

banana orbits of these trapped particles can exceed the width of the production prof'fle by

considerable amounts. Using Stringer's theory, very recent calculations 4 for JET by Cottrell,

Bhatnagar, et.al, reveal a class of centrally born fusion products (i.e., approximately 10%

centrally born within a narrow range of pitch angles just beyond the trapped-passing boundary)

which make large radial excursions, s_ent to reach the outer midplane edge where the velocity

distribution is anisotropic and nonmonotonic. These particles make drift excursions _ to the k.

low-field side edge. Thus in Fig. 3, the trapped banana orbits of about 10% of the centrally born

fusion products pass through the outer midplane resonance volume (AVol)o. The bottom volume

(AVol) b should see a small group of lost fusion products leaving the plasma, while the rest of the

plasma volume outside the lower hybrid layer which is accessible to the (outside) receiving antenna

in vacuum has no fusion products traversing them. That is, for example, the inner midplane

volume (AVol) i, the top volume (AVol)v etc. of Fig. 3 all have no fusion products drifting through

them. Further, the volume of the background plasma contained in these regions are:

(AVol)o - 4g(Rp + ap)2 (a_- a_)I/2 (A0a/a)); (AVol)i- 4x(Rp - ap)2 (a_- a_)1:2 (Ao_/(a);and

(AVol) t ffi(AVol)b - 2_R_ (a_ - ap) (Aol/a_), respectively. For the tokamak parameters quoted

earlier, we find that (AVol)o - 3.88 (AVol) i - 12.02 (AVol) t = 12.02 (AVol) b. Thus the outer

low-field side midplane volume (AVol)o of Fig. 3 is not only the largest accessible volume, but is

the only volume that has an appreciable portion (i.e., @proximately 10%) of the centrally born

fusion products traversing it, while all the other accessible volumes contain no significant amount

of fusion products drifting through them. Thus, one can clearly understand the localized nature of

ICE in tokamaks to the outer midplane edge. Further, we have shown earlier that the theoretically

expected value of Rc for the TFtR data of Fig. 1 is Rc = (Rp + ap + 5.65) cre, while the
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experimentally measured value is Rc - (Rp + ap + a.80) cm, yielding good agreement between

theoryand experiment.
e"

Based on such accessibility analysis of the lower hybrid resonance and the mode conversion
calculations of Stix,80nol0 has recently suggested that this ICE may be looked upon as an

inverseproblem to the familiarion Bernsteinwave hea_g (IBWH). His qualitativeargumentsare

as follows: The slow, shortwavelengthelectrostaticion Bernsteinwaves (mW) areexcited bythe

hot ion populationin the plasmainteriorwhichthenpropagateacrossthemagnetic field towardthe

low field region of decreasing density. The wave then encounters the critical lower hybrid

resonance layer at Rc at which it undergoes a mode conversion into the fast, long wavelength
electromagnetic ion cyclotron harmonic wave which then propagates towards the antenna.

Therefore,he suggests that the tokamakIBW accessibility physics is acting as a filter to connect

the externallymeasuredelectromagneticsignal to the WW generatedin the hot plasma interim.
Since the IBW is generatedin the interiorwhere the B_fleldis higher, we must speculate that the

receivedsignal at the antennaat a given ion cyclotronharmonicfrequencyis actuallygeneratedin

the pluma interior one majorharmonicbelow in orderto have therightfrequencymatchingat the

criticalresonance layer Rc. Thismode conversion interpretationmay be appealingto explain the
s.

spatially localized natureof the observed emission. However, for ion Bernstein wave heating

(IBWH), Ono then states that if the antenna is placed significantly away from the midplane

" (poloidal angle > 30°), the launchedparallel wave number increases as the wave propagates
towardsthe midplane(towarddecreasingmagnetic field). Ray-tracingcalculationsindicate that a

significant up-shift of the parallelwave numberoccurs in this situationcausing the wave to be

absorbedvia electronLandaudampingnot too far from the plasma edge. By Kirchhoff'slaw, it

would then appearthat ICE shouldcome from ali around the plasmaedge, and not necessarily
localized to the outer midplaneplasma edge. In any case, in orderto excite these IBWto large

amplitudesby the hot ion populationin the plasma interior,we must satisfy the instability and/or

overstab;Jityconditions of F.qs.(61) or (62) with the appropriatephase velocity of these I'BW.
These conditions may not be so easy to satisfy. Further,it is extremelydifficult even to csm-aate

the nonlinear saturatedlevel of such unstable IBW. It is also not clear why such a mode-

conversion emission ICE power should vary linearly with the fusion productnumberdensity.
Further,in our view, when appreciabletunneling is needed the present calculations of mode

conversion efficiencies are not very reliable. In any case, more accurate mode conversion

efficiencymodelling is neededbeforewe can say anythingmore aboutthis. We also wish to point

out that,if the fusion productsexcite theelectrostaticIBW in theplasmainterior,these electrostatic

wavescould bedetected by microwaveor laserscatteringexperimentsin thenearfuture.63
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For the sakeof completeness, we wish to mention thatparametricdecay instabilitiescan in

principlealso account for some of the observedICE spectrum. Parametricinstabilities have been

observed in lower-hybrid,64 ICRF,65 and other66 experiments. In general, these instabilities

have a low powerthresholdand tend to occur in the plasmaedge regions. In this decay instability

the p6mpwave of frequencyCOoand wave vector k0 usually decays into two daughterwaves of •

frequencies coxand co2and wave vectors kl and k2, respectively, such that the energy and
momentumconservationrelations

_mO= hre1+ _m2 (87a)

and

hk0 = hk 1 + hk2 (87b)

are simultaneously satisfied. Usually, the electrostatic waves have shorterwave lengths, thus

largerk values,while the electromagneticwavestend to havelongerwave lengths,thus very small
k values. Indeed, one can take the k value of the electromagnetic wave in the decay process as

zero if the other two waves involved in the decay are electrostatic waves. Thus for example, a

parent (i.e., pump)electrostaticion Bernstein wave (ESIBW) can in principledecay into another

daughter ESIBW with almost the same k and an electromagnetic ion cyclotron harmonic fast
Alfven wave with k = 0. Such a decay will be allowed by the conservationrelationsof Eq. (87) if

the power thresholdconditions aresatisfied. Thussome portionof the observedelectromagnetic

ICE spectramay be aresult of the decay of largeamplitudeESIBW drivenunstableby the hot ion

population or by the injected neutralbeams. Hence an unstable largeamplitudeESIBW can give

rise to the emission of an electromagnetic ion cyclotron harmonic wave either by the mode
conversionprocessor by the pm'an_tricdecay process. Without any analyticcalculations, which

arerathercomplex, it is not possible for us to say anything about the relativeimportanceof these

two competingprocessesat the presenttime.

We wish to point out that since the dispersion relation of these cyclotron harmonic fast

Alfven waves is co= k VA,a parentwave at the protoncyclotronfzequencyCOcpcan decay into two

daughterwaves bothat thedeuteroncyclotronfrequencyCOed,i.e., c0¢p_ C0cd+C0¢¢t.Such a decay
will satisfy the energy and momentum conservation relations of Eqs. (87a) and (87b),

simultaneously. Similarly, the decays 2coop--_3COod+ C0cd;ncocp-+ (2n - 1)coed+ mcd;etc. are ali

allowed by Eqs. (87a) and (87b). This typeof parametricdecay may account for the sequence of

peaks at frequencies(n + 1/2)cocp.Ein TFFR ohmic ICE experiments. Thus from the parent
a,

emission lines at ncocp,one canobtaindaughteremission lines not only at (n + 1/2)cocp,but also at
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nco¢_by such cascading parametric decay processes. These decay processes are possible when the

fusion product protons are immersed in the background deuterium plasma.

In the literature, other authors65 have proposed various different physical mechanisms for the

generation of cyclotron subharmonic frequency waves. Frcdricks has considered a secondary peak

in f(v) as a function of v±; that is a peak at v± = b > 0, can provide a mechanism for wave

generation at co = (n + 1/2)co¢. Gruber et.al, have shown that a bi-Maxwellian distribution having

T± >> T, can drive the well-known Harris instability near co = (n + I/2)coc. However, their work

indicates that extremely large ratios (T±/T, > 30) may be required. Porkolab has considered

nonlinear ion-cyclotron (Landau) damping to explain the ion-Bernstein wave heating in

magnetically conf'med fusion plasmas. Here, one of the beat waves is at the subharmonic of the

ion cyclotron frequency. Abe et.a/, have invoked particle trapping as the physical mechanism for

resonant heating of plasmas due to cyclotron subharmonic frequency waves. According to

Kirchhoff's law, if the plasma can absorb energy at the cyclotron subharmonic frequency, it must

then be able to emit at these same frequencies.

. IX. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

In summary, ,_:chave presented a rather comprehensive analysis of the power emission by the

_" fusion product protons, alpha particles, and/or the background deuterium plasma ions not only in

their ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) but also at the proton spin-flip resonance frequency

for some specific model velocity-space distribution functions. We have presented a complete

theory of spontaneous emission (based on the Einstein A coefficient) from "dzessed" test particles,

and then examined in sufficient detail the linearized theory of the radiative steady state and/or

radiative equilibrium. We have also derived the necessary and sufficient conditions for radiative

instability and/or overstability. These conditions apply both for the electromagnetic cyclotron
harmonic fast Alfven waves and for the slow electrostatic ion Bernstein waves. In the former case

the phase velocity (o_/k)- VA the Alfven velocity, while in the latter case the phase velocity

(o.Vk)= (moci/k±)= m(ocip'#(k.tp0= m(2k'Ti/M'0Itz(k±p0"I = m(2x'TJM0I/2,sincek±pi is

oforderunityforIBW of interest.Then we givetheconventionaland rathersatisfactory

quasilinearand/ornonlineartheoryoftheradiativesteadystare.By conventionalwe mean the

systemisshown toevolveindme by acoupledsetofnonlinearmasterequations,oneofwhich

describesthedme evolutionofthephotondistributionfunctionandtheotherofwhichdescribes

thetimeevolutionoftheparticledistributionfunctionviaaFokker-Plancktypeexluationcontaining

"" theusualdiffusionandthedynamicalfrictionty_ terms.We make somegeneralconm'Icntson the

typesofinstabilities,mainlyrelatingtothedistinctionsbetweenthe"kineticorcausalinstabilities"
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and the "hydrodynamic instabilities." Indeed, our discussions of the necessary and sufficient

conditionsforinstabilityand/oroverstabilityaretotallyrestrictedtothekineticinstabilitiesonly.

We havealsopresentedsome numericalestimatesfortypicaltokamakparameters.Herewe show

thatthepredictionsofourtheoryareinreasonableagreementwiththeexpm'in_ntalobservationsin

TFTR and YET. Inallcases,we examinenotonlytheioncyclotronharmonicemissionand

absorptionbutalsothefusionproductproton'sspin-flipemissionandabsorption.Here,we have

made useofthewell-known"masterequationapproach"ofnonequilibriumquantumstatistical

mechanicswhichisbasedon theknowledgeofthefundamentalEinsteinA andB coefficientsand

the principle of detailed balance. Finally, we have made some brief semiquantitative remarks on

wave accessibility, mode conversion, and parametric decay instability. Based on Stix-Golant

lower hybrid accessibility condition and Stringer's tokamak fusion products radial profile analysis,

we are able to show that the experimentally observed spatial localization of the emitting and/or the

mode conversion layer on the low B-field side plasma edge of the tokamak is also in reasonable

agreement with the theoretical expectations.

In essence, the bottom line is as follows: The fundamental (m = 1) ICE is a black-body

emission since its optical depth z > 1 for typical tokamak parameters, and the second (m = 2)

harmonic ICE is probably a "gray-body emission" since its x is of order one, while the higher

(m > 2) harmonics ICE should be single particle spontaneous emission since their x < 1. Single

"dressed" test particle emission is of course proportional to the number of emitters while black-

body emission is independent o_ the number density. The experimentally observed linear

correlation between PICE and total neutron flux is consistent with the single "dressed" test particle

emission picture. For the higher harmonics to be of equal intensity one must have (k.LPi) > 1.

This is not true for the background plasma deuterium ions but is definitely satisfied for the fusion

product protons and alpha particles, and is marginally true for the neutral beam energy of about

100 keV. For the usual tokamak parameters and neutral beam energies, the ion cyclotron

harmonic instability and/or overstability conditions arc only barely satisfied by the neutral beam

ions but are reasonably satisfied by the fusion product protons. Stix-Golant lower hybrid

accessibility condition yields that most of the ICE comes from regions where the local ion

cyclotron frequency is of the same order as the local ion plasma frequency for the background

deuterium plasma ions. For the usual tokamak conditions this implies that ICE originates from

regions very near the plasma edge in agreement with the observations. Stringer's tokamak fusion
4'

products radial profile analysis reveal a class of centrally born (marginally mirror trapped) fusion

products which make large radial excursions, sufficient to _'each the outer midplane edge. Thus,

on makinguseofStix-GolantlowerhybridaccessibilitytheoryinconjunctionwithStringer's

tokamakradialprofileanalysisofthefusionproducts,onecanclearlyunderstandthelocalized
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nature of ICE in tokamaks to the outer low-field side midplane plasma edge. The experimentally

observed Linewidth is smaller than that predicted by the Doppler broadening from the minimum

" valueofkllneededfortheaccessibilityofthelowerhybridresonancebytheoutsidereceiving

antennafortheprotonthermalspreadTp = 60keV. The observedfmc structure(i.e.,beingsplit
• intodoublets)oftheICE LinesinJET isfullyconsistentwithTrubnlkov'semissiontheoryofthe

ordinarymode. But thebulkoftheemissionisintheextraordinarymode. Becauseof the

observedhighlyspatiallylocalizednatureofICE,mode conversionand/ormode transformation

and theparametricdecay instabilityarealsoviablecausesforICE. However we havenot

presentedanyquandtativecalculationsofthepowerleveltowhichtheESIBW canbeexcitedby

theallowedinstabilities,mode conversionefficiencies,therequiredparametricdecayinstability

thresholds,etc.,todraw any detailedconclusionsregardingtherelativeimportanceofthese

processesfortheobservedICE specmun.Singleparticleprotonspin-flipspontaneousemission

cannotaccountfortheobservedbackgroundcontinuumspectrumthatexistsroughlyoverthe

frequencyrangeforwhichtheprotonspin-flipresonanceiswithintheplasma.However,because

ofthehightemperatureofthespinsystem(Tp= 60keV) suchthat(fiosp/KTp)<< N "It2whereN

isthetotalnumberofemitters,thethermodynamicfluctuationlawsofstatisticalmechanicsdo

• indeed allow this spin system to flip-flop back and forth between the two allowed states of

minimum entropy production (Le., between the thermal equi_brium state and the quasilinear steady

_. state of a spin-flip laser system). This spin-flip laser emission power is in good agreement with

that observed in the broader background continuum spectrum of both the TFI'R (Fig. 1) and the

older JET data. Hence such a flip-flop of the spin system between these two states of minimum

entropy production can, in principle at least, account for the observed background continuum

spectrum peaking around (0sp.This spin-flip laser emission is linear with the proton number

density, in agreement with the TFTR observations. Further, unlike the ion cyclotron harmonic

emission for which kj. >> kH, this thermally excited spin-flip laser emission is not a near

perpendicular emission (i.e., is a wide angle emission with k41>> kj.) and is hence fully accessible

to the outside receiving antenna. However, wide angle ICE escaping out of the lower hybrid layer

may also play a significant role for the observed background continuum spectrum. This wide

angle ICE power should also be linear with the fusion product number density.

Finally, we hope that the rather extensive and comprehensive analysis presented here will serve

as an essential and necessary first step towards an eventual full understandingof the observed ICEa,

and spin-flip emissions in tokamak plasmas, even though we recognize the fact that this ICE

problem has an extremely close similarity 'to the theoretically evasive, but not yet fully understood

" grand old Landauer ECE problem. 11-13
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XII. FIGURE CAPTIONS

" Fig.1. A typical TFTR spectrum showing the ICE lines tiding on the top of the broader

background continuum emission spectrum. Here, 26.4 MW deuterium neutral beams

• were injected into a deuterium background plasma. The other associated plasma

parameters were: B = 4.45 T at RO - 265 cm, lp -- 1.78 MA, Rp -- 245.2 cm, and

ap -80.1 cre. The vertical axis is the ICE power PICE (in dbm) deduced from the
toroidal RF magnetic field 8B at the probe, and the analyzer bandwidth _Xf= 300 khz.

The main sequence of harmonic peaks occur at multiples of 27.13 MHz, anQ',hedeuteron

cyclotron frequency _ at the outer midplane plasma edge, i.e., at (Rp + ap), is

COcci_ 27.54 MHz. The apparent emission location in the scrape-off plasma is 4.8 cm

on the midplane low-field side of the outer plasmaedge.

Fig.2. A plot of <Gin> of Eq. (14) as a function of the harmonic number m for the

monoenergetic isotropic velocity space spherical shell distribution, i.e., with <v.L>= Vi

and <vii> -- (2)"1/2 Vi: Figs.2(a), 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), 2(e) and 2(0 are for (Vi/VA) _, 0.5,

' 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0, respectively. Here, VA is the Alfven speed in the

backgrounddeuteriumplasma.

Fig.3. A schematic plot of the plasma geometry showing the plasma region, the scrape-off layer

region, the accessibility lower hybrid resonance layer where _t2 -- 3, and four sample

emission volumes. Here, (hVol) o is the outer low-field side midplane sample volume,

(AVol)i is the inner high-field side midplane sample volume, (AVol)t is the top sample

volume centered at Rp, and (AVol)b is the bottom sample volume centered at Rp, ali for a
fixed /X_co so that _ = R Am/ro.
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